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The Aurukun Youth Orbiting Project (AYOP) is a joint venture between Boys from the Bush (BFTB)
Projects (an incorporated not-for-profit association) and the Cape York Institute for Policy and
Leadership. This project is a new adjunct to the Cape York Welfare Reform (CYWR) Agenda, the details
of which can be found on the BFTB Projects website: www.fromthebush.org and the Cape York
Partnerships website: www.capeyorkpartnerships.org.au.

1.

Aurukun … a social construct gone wrong?

There is an urgent need to establish effective solutions for disengaged youths in the remote Far North
Queensland community of Aurukun. This need has been highlighted by the CYWR Board.
In Aurukun, there are up to 80 young people of compulsory school/participation age who are disengaged
from education, training and employment opportunities.
The likely trajectory of these young people will be, at best, not much different to the lives of their parents
and grandparents. These are people with little education and no real marketable work skills. Few, if any,
have ever held down a real job. They will say that they want a job. But there are no jobs for them in
Aurukun and they are unwilling or unable to leave home to look for a job. What they would like is for the
jobs to come to them — in Aurukun. But we know from decades of experience that when jobs are
delivered to them few are willing to apply themselves. These people have long ago resigned themselves to
a lifetime of idleness and dependency on welfare benefits, public housing and the delivery of welfare
services, and many of their children have been quick to follow suit — intergenerational welfare
dependency.
Young Aurukun women perhaps face the greatest challenge of all. Many are pregnant at an early age,
often moving from one violent partner to another, with each relationship usually producing another child.
In addition, many teenagers and young women are actually encouraged to have a child at an early age, as
this brings another income to the family with less compliance requirements than other types of income
support.
Many girls, like boys, have spent years indulging in drugs and alcohol and have little experience at
maintaining sober relationships, and to socialise without drugs and alcohol, and how all relationships need
not be sexual relationships. In the communities, there are more and more young single mothers and most
of these young girls have little idea about how to care for their babies. Family knowledge and skills on
good child-care practices was lost long ago. Today’s young mothers have insufficient family support and
few good role models.
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There are no publically available child protection statistics covering Aurukun. However, the Queensland
Child Protection Commission of Enquiry reported that based on 2012-13 data, the trend was that 1 in 1.6
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children will be known to Queensland Child Safety Services, this
compares to 1 in 4.2 of all Queensland children. This is an astonishing statistic. And the report noted that
the number of Indigenous children in care of the state is likely to continue to grow at an unsustainable
rate.
A few years back, one girl said to me, “The girls here (referring to another Aboriginal community) walk
around like raggedy dogs and they treat their babies like shit; they don’t feed them properly or give them any rest. They have
babies after babies and just give them to their cousin-sisters to look after”. This girl went on to say that these girls are
all “good for nothing lazy druggies and drinkers, dirty, with filthy mouths and lovers of boys”.
I read in a newspaper a few years back, that the Northern Territory police sexual abuse taskforce had
investigated two cases involving 12-year-old girls who had fallen pregnant. I knew a mother in Aurukun
who allowed her 16-year-old son to bring home a 12-year-old-girl to live with him. A few years back a 15year-old boy from Kowanyama did not want to join my work scheme because it meant leaving his 13year-old live-in lover. His mother was a reasonably educated person who held a very responsible position
in the community and was seemingly unwilling or unable to do anything about what went on in her own
home.
The rate of sexual offences in Aurukun is 6.6 times greater that the Queensland average. The rate of
teenage pregnancy is 5 times greater than the national average. Furthermore, between 2000 and 2012
there were 2,934 cases of reported sexually transmitted infections, which was 56 times greater than the
Queensland average; 205 of these cases were under the age of 16 years, and 29 cases were under the age
of 10 years.1 Aurukun children are exposed to these depraved social norms and poor role models day in
and day out from the day they are born.
Family homes are usually open to extended family. This means that it is not uncommon to have up to 20
people living or coming-and-going in a three-bedroom house with only one bathroom and toilet. These
over-crowded, open family homes can become overwhelmed by all-sorts of trouble. As the house is used
by everyone, often the effect is that it belongs to nobody and therefore nobody takes responsibility for it
— nobody buys furniture, nobody cleans up, nobody carries out maintenance. The house is rowdy and
you get little rest or sleep. People steal your food and personal possessions, and invade your privacy. On
pension day and CDEP payday, the drinking starts.
Aurukun is supposed to be a “dry community”, but sly grog is a thriving business. The Aurukun style of
drinking, like many Aboriginal communities, is to engage in group binge drinking sessions for the explicit
purpose of getting drunk. First, the music is turned up full-blast. Then the drinking begins with the
obligatory yells and screams for all to hear, followed by the heated arguments. Then comes the fights —
the gruesome bloody fights where everyone beats up on each other for no good reason. It is not just the
males that carry-on like this; I have seen young girls, mothers, aunties, and even grandmothers, staggering
around blind drunk picking fights with whoever crosses their path or has upset them in some way. While
all of this is going on, the children must fend for themselves. Some will take off to the homes of sober
relatives, others will join older brothers, sisters, cousins and uncles on the streets.
There are two aspects to this that will increase the likelihood of these young people getting into trouble.
Firstly, you have a large number of unsupervised youths coming together to form a multitude of both
large and small open groups, some roaming the streets, others congregating around favourite haunts,
mainly at night, looking for something to do. Some of these groups are closed groups out to create or
uphold a certain image or reputation — a defined gang.

Preventing Youth Sexual Violence and Abuse in West Cairns and Aurukun, Final Report, by Stephen Smallbone, Susan RaymentMcHugh, Dimity Smith, 2 September 2013, Griffith University.
1
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Printed above is an article by Jamie Walker published in The Weekend Australian, 28-29 May, 2016, p. 20.
Early Sunday morning, 8 May 2016, a group of teenagers tried to break into a departmental house occupied
by two female teachers. The Aurukun police were unable to respond so they contacted the Aurukun school
principal, Scott Fatnowna, and made him aware of the situation. Mr Fatnowna drove to the teachers’ house
to try to help. He was confronted by a group of 20 teenagers, one brandishing an axe. The teenagers
assaulted Mr Fatnowna with the handle of the axe. They then stole his departmental vehicle and went for a
joy ride around the community. On Tuesday 10 May 2016, the Aurukun teachers were evacuated from
Aurukun. Several of the young people who attacked Mr Fatnowna had been referred to AYOP only days
beforehand.
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Breaking into council buildings or the homes of service providers or stealing their cars is a way for
individuals or closed groups to create or uphold a certain image or reputation. When they are caught,
some members of the community will publically condemn them and insist that they be punished or
banished from the community. But privately, others will see it as funny. Some will see them as heroes —
young people who bravely stood up to authority, who have taken on and defeated an external foe, who
have taken on an oppressive system or an institution that has excluded them. See Section 5.2 - Primary
Social Outcomes, for a case in point; the Aurukun boys in Peterborough breaking shop windows in the
middle of the night and stealing a charity box.
The second problem with large numbers of unsupervised kids roaming the streets looking for something
to do, while their parents snooze away or booze on, with alcohol purchased from the family food budget,
is that sooner or later these kids will get hungry and start looking at breaking into storage areas or vehicles
in an effort to find money, food and drink, or stimulants (petrol, aerosols, paint, texta pens, glues, etc.)
This provides a second opportunity and a strong temptation to steal the vehicle and go for a joy ride.
There is no question about it; Aurukun is a very violent place where no person and their property is safe.
In 2014, Aurukun had the highest criminal conviction rate in the nation. And I know that many offences
go unreported.
Local doctors report that they spend just as much time dealing with mental health issues as they do with
physical injuries and disease. They report seeing almost every day someone who has contemplated, or is
contemplating, suicide, resulting from fear, trauma or grief. The suicide rate in Aurukun is outrageously
high. The most common killers of Aurukun people are cardiovascular disease, cancer and respiratory
illness, with injury and suicide following closely behind.2
There are a number of explanations for the ills of Aurukun (and other Aboriginal communities). For too
long the dominant explanation has been their socioeconomic and political marginalisation as a result of
past wrongs and the shortcoming of government policies. If it is not this, it is blamed on the grog, either
as a cause or an effect. Take for example the article titled, “Smallbone report: Past wrongs to blame for Aurukun
crisis” by Fiona Jose, printed in The Courier Mail, 19 March 2016. The article stated: We can talk about the
many proximate causes of the crisis in Aurukun (grog, welfare dependency, unemployment) but its ultimate explanation lies
in government violence starting with the Aurukun Takeover in 1978 by the Queensland government under then-premier Joh
Bjelke-Petersen. The takeover resulted in the Presbyterian Church being kicked out of Aurukun and replaced by the
Queensland government. The Smallbone report is the bitter harvest of this original violence at the hands of the state. This
claim that the violence that exists in Aurukun began when the missionaries left and the bureaucrats
moved in, is a comical explanation for the ills of Aurukun. 3 What is more, it attaches far too much
importance to exogenous factors.
This is exactly what occurred back in 2002 when Aurukun was in the grips of a petrol sniffing pandemic.
In those days, the favoured explanations for this behaviour were; poverty, hunger, illness and
dispossession of land. Whereas, my explanation, which was based on actual observations and discussions
with sniffers, was that they were sniffing petrol because they liked sniffing petrol. To speak to them
about the risks involved only added to its attraction. And from this straight forward common sense
explanation came the elimination of petrol sniffing in Aurukun — at least while I was there.
Around the same time, Central Australia was in the grip of a petrol sniffing pandemic. This was also
brought under control — not by alleviating poverty, or by satisfying any hunger, or by treating any illness,
or by the provision of land. It was brought under control by introducing Opal low-aromatic unleaded fuel
manufactured by British Petroleum.

Apunipima Health Report 2014/15, www.apunipima.org.au
For a more comprehensive and accurate explanation on what took place with these remote Aboriginal missions and
settlements in the 1960s and 1970s see my book titled: 1960s Aboriginal Fruit-Picking Scheme — A Critical Evaluation.
2
3
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In my book titled, The 1960s Aboriginal Fruit-Picking Scheme – A Critical Evaluation, I describe a similar
situation in relation to binge drinking. An explanation for this behaviour was that this pattern of
consumption was established during the period of prohibition. Other more popular explanations ranged
from their detachment from land and culture to poverty and prejudice. These are all symptom based
theories, much like the explanations for petrol-sniffing and present day explanations for the ills of
Aurukun. Here again, my common sense explanation is that these people drink to get drunk, and they
get drunk because they like getting drunk.4 And it is this straightforward common sense explanation
that forms the basis of my highly effective drug and alcohol management strategy used by AYOP where
prohibition is taken seriously. And those that say prohibition does not work, and site the 1920-1933 USA
prohibition law as an example, do not understand that the repeal of the USA prohibition laws was driven
by the desire to recover lost taxes and a fear by the corporate rich that the disrespect of the prohibition
law could lead to a disrespect of all laws, particularly property law.5
As a long-standing social work practitioner, my concern is not only with the abuse and neglect of children
and young people, but also how observers have framed their understanding of what had or is taking place.
It is from an understanding of how people and environment interact that a clearer understanding can
begin and more effective interventions developed.
We know, of course, that much of our behaviour is governed by our environment. A proper study of the
Aurukun environment must take into consideration the fact that there are other people and communities
around the world that experience far greater socioeconomic and political marginalisation, yet they do not
engage in the violence, theft and destruction of personal and public property that commonly occurs in
Aurukun. Similarly, there are other people and communities around the world that consume large
amounts of alcohol that do not engage in the violence that exists in Aurukun.
It is detrimental to the understanding and development of strategies to deal with disengaged youths when
events that took place at different times, and under different circumstances, are just thrown out there
willy-nilly and passed off as the reason for the present day misbehaviour of youths. Hard as it is for these
people to accept, when individuals commit violent acts that are said to stem from past and present
socioeconomic and political marginalisation, they are not legitimising any underlying socioeconomic or
political grievance. Improvements in their socioeconomic and political position have not, and will not,
stop the misbehaviour of these youths. There is something far more real and straightforward going on
here.

2.

What to do with these troublesome youths?

According to writer and former politician, Gary Johns, “[T]he young who are simultaneously attracted to the
trappings of modernity but ill-equipped in terms of their education or their values to move fully into the wider world … are
fast becoming a lost generation. They have rejected the world in which their elders find value, but they are not equipped to
embrace the alternative. They are caught in a destructive—often self-destructive—limbo.6
This, so called, ‘stuck between two worlds’ explanation is certainly convenient, but I am not convinced
that this is the correct, or the complete, explanation. I have been working with Aurukun youths and their
families on and off for nearly two decades. Most, if not all, the young people that I have worked with
have been poorly socialised. Some of them are seriously disturbed. It is plain to me that their parents
(including members of their extended family) are at fault. And it serves no good to blame the
behaviour of these youths on Joh Bjelke-Petersen’s government, or poverty, or dispossession from land
and culture. These things will send naive policy development officers and inexperienced practitioners
down a well-travelled road, but a road short of substance, and has failed to deliver any real solutions.
I do not agree with the thesis of the Canadian psychologist Bruce K. Alexander and his colleagues that in the main addiction
can be contributed to ones living conditions. Here again, I think they have attached far too much importance to exogenous
factors.
5 Levine, H.G. (1984), The Alcohol Problem in America: From Temperance to Alcoholism, British Journal of Addiction, Vol. 79,
pp. 109-119.
6 Johns, G. (2006). Aboriginal Education: Remote Schools and the Real Economy, p. 16, The Menzies Research Centre.
4
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What I have seen in these remote communities is nothing short of parents behaving badly. I have seen so
many hot-headed self-indulged parents place their vices before the wellbeing of their children (keeping in
mind that this sort of thing is not restricted to remote Aboriginal communities). Worse still, I have seen
clear cases of child abuse and neglect being passed off as “cultural”, and where those who stand in
judgement or dare criticize them and their children are branded “racists” or said to hold a “cultural bias”.
Should the judge be Indigenous, he or she is branded an apostate or a “coconut”.
From the day many of their children were born, they were left to do as they please. This has nothing to
do with a cultural difference — this has everything to do with parents walking away from their
responsibilities. See Appendix 1 for a discussion on this topic.
The Cape York Institute has come to the realisation that there are no education models that can
effectively meet the needs of these poorly socialised and disturbed youths (sometimes referred to as
disengaged youths). Education funding models do not fund the level of intensive, holistic support and
supervision required for this group. Sending these young people away to secondary school is setting them,
and the schools involved, up to fail. It also puts other students at risk.
The Cape York Institute reports that there are many ineffective and partial solutions out there that have,
and continue to be, developed and delivered in a siloed manner, most of which are described as
“engagement activities” (like free breakfast, art and craft activities, camps, and games) all of which are far
from addressing the real problem. Some have made the situation manifestly worse. Sooner or later,
someone will again come up with the old crazy idea of sending these troublesome youths out to some
remote outstation for a time, and rattle on about this being culturally appropriate. The standard response
of these bored youths will be resistance and preoccupation with escape plans. Stories have been handed
down about their incredible escapes — young people who had walked for miles across open woodland
plains in the sweltering heat, cutting through mosquito and midge infested mangrove swamps, and
swimming across crocodile infested rivers, to gain their freedom. And then, having gained their freedom,
the cycle repeats itself. But along the way, certain vested interests would have done well as politicians and
senior government bureaucrats clamour to buy off any discontent. That is to say, at least one family will
end up with a free boat with unlimited supply of fuel, perhaps a free vehicle, generator, camping and
fishing equipment, and unlimited supply of food. All of which will end up being used for their own
enjoyment. But at least any complaint about the government failing in its duty would have dissipated.
In 2013, the Director of the Cape York Institute, Noel Pearson, asked me if I would return to Cape York,
as the situation with Aurukun youths had deteriorated markedly since my departure. Certainly, in the past,
I had great success in managing the behaviour of these young people and their parents. The senior
sergeant of the Aurukun police station reported that I had virtually eliminated juvenile crime and other
social problems such as petrol sniffing.

3.

BFTB Projects approach

BFTB Projects is an organisation that works with groups of disadvantaged youths (many of whom are
emotionally and psychologically disturbed) and orbits them to real employment opportunities under
intensive support and supervision in normal environments well away from their home community. See
Appendix 2 for a definition of “orbits”.
A more detailed discussion on the underlying theory of the BFTB Projects approach can be found in
Appendix 3 ‒ WPS Developmental Note #13, Intervention, work and the environment.
Central to the BFTB Projects approach is the provision of real work. Work has both manifest and latent
functions. The manifest function is income. The latent function is that work provides us with an activity,
purpose, identity, structure of time and place, an avenue for creativity and innovation, and the
enlargement of our social experience. In short, work is the means by which most people play a full and
active part in community life. It is where we express our basic humanity and differentiate ourselves.
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The BFTB Projects approach is based on the indisputable truth that the best way to change or contain
the behaviour of these young people is to change their environment. Offering vulnerable youths the
opportunity to remove themselves from the distractions and negative influences of a dysfunctional family
and community environment, and providing them with employment and best practice holistic support
and supervision in a functional community, can, and does, change their behaviour, or at least contain their
behaviour. The fact of the matter is that you cannot be running around the community in the middle of
the night breaking shop windows when you are home in bed, sound asleep, exhausted by a hard day’s
work.
BFTB Projects began developing this approach in 2005 by placing Indigenous youths from Cape York
and the Kimberley region into horticultural work in South Australia, Victoria and Western Australia. Our
results include an unprecedented high employment retention rate and a dramatic reduction in antisocial
behaviour. See Section 5 2 - Primary Social Outcomes.
In 2006, I turned my attention towards the meat processing industry. See Appendix 4 - WPS
Developmental Note #69, The horticultural industry cannot grow the WPS whereas the meat processing industry offers
more promise.
In 2009, I turned my attention to placing Aboriginal youths from the Northern Territory into meat
processing work in New South Wales and South Australia using a more advanced project design and
vastly improved residential off-site (after work) support and supervision. We not only maintained our
unprecedented high employment retention rate over a longer period, we also achieved a unique near zero
use of drugs and alcohol and a near zero offending rate. See RAWS Progress Reports #3 and #4 at
www.fromthebush.org/papers

4.

Establishment of the Peterborough group and the decision to relocate after 12
months

The original project design was for the establishment of several meat processing groups and a fruit
picking group. However, due to budgetary constraints we could only proceed with a single meat
processing group. Peterborough was chosen as an ideal site for a single work group for young Aurukun
boys for the following reasons:
 Samex is one of the very few meat processing plants that is willing to employ 15 year olds — the
minimum age a child can be employed in full-time work and the starting age of AYOP target
group.
 Samex is one of the very few meat processing plants that does not carry out pre-employment
drug tests, otherwise most of our target group would not get into this industry.
 Samex is one of the very few meat processing plants that does not carry out pre-employment
medical and fitness tests.
 Samex is one of the very few meat processing plants that was willing to employ up to 10
Aurukun youths sight unseen.
 The unique opportunity to lease the Peterborough railway barracks which has 14 rooms, shower
and toilet block, lounge and large kitchen and dining room. This facility is a short distance from
the main street and within walking distance of the meat processing plant.
 The demographics of the town are ideal. It has no welfare office or Aboriginal community
holding to a different set of beliefs and behaviour that would distract our young participants and
work in opposition to our project.
 Peterborough is a small country town 3 hours’ drive from Adelaide. This is far enough to deter
participants from leaving, yet not too difficult or expensive to be the fly in point.
In hindsight, the lack of baseline employment standards compared to other employers, as outlined in the
first few points above, pointed to concerns that became evident later, where this attitude was reflected in
a range of less functional aspects in the management culture. They were:
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Samex’s promise to employ up to 12 young people never eventuated, with only half that number
engaged.
Despite assurances of full-time employment, Samex could offer only part-time casual
employment. The average number of hours per week worked by the Aurukun boys was:
- Wilson
30.43 hrs pw (36.27 hrs)
- Jarrod
22.80 hrs pw (22.39 hrs)
- Rayden
23.46 hrs pw (21.09 hrs)
- Zantack
20.84 hrs pw (19.82 hrs)
- Jack
19.92 hrs pw (19.73 hrs)
- Desmond
14.16 hrs pw (14.13 hrs)
Moreover, since the start of the year their hours were dropping (average hours since the
beginning of the year are shown above in brackets). Samex’s promise to provide fulltime
employment never eventuated and was tracking in reverse.



Due to the low number of hours, the boys could never get ahead financially. The average income
of the Aurukun boys working for Samex was:
- Wilson
$12,364.70 ÷ 21 weeks (excluding Christmas holiday) = $588.79 pw
- Jarrod
$13,109.13 ÷ 39 weeks (excluding Christmas & sickness) $336.13 pw
- Rayden
$13,568.30 ÷ 39 weeks (excluding Christmas holiday) = $347.90 pw
- Zantack
$12,661.62 ÷ 35 weeks (excluding Christmas holiday & injury) = $361.76 pw
- Jack
$8,194.78 ÷ 30 weeks (excluding Christmas holiday) = $273.15 pw
- Desmond
$1,658.10 ÷ 7 weeks (excluding Christmas holiday) = $236.87 pw
Their living expenses totalled $250.00 pw.
Samex shut down from 27.6.16 to 17.7.16. Due to the low income of the boys, they were unable
to pay for their living expenses over this period. Samex’s “solution” to this was to put the boys
on welfare. When I became aware of what Samex was doing, I immediately cancelled their
Centrelink appointments.
By way of comparison, in the first week with their new employer, the boys earn the following
amounts.
- Rayden
$797.09 pw (5 day week)
- Jack
$747.95 pw (5 day week)
- Jarrod
$566.10 pw (4 day week)
- Zantack
$566.10 pw (4 day week)








Samex would not sign up to any Memorandum of Understanding that established targets and
reciprocal roles and responsibilities.
Samex’s promise to provide accredited training to the young people did not eventuate. In all the
time they were at Peterborough, they received only one 2-hour training session that was delivered
on a Saturday.
Samex is an old meat processing plant using old equipment prone to frequent breakdowns.
Unreliable stock flow and complications with product buyers resulted in reduced hours at very
short notice.
The blurring of the division between on-site and off-site behaviours by the Samex plant manager
had become a serious problem. For more information, see Section 6.2 - Primary Social
Outcomes.
The actions and statements of Samex management staff on occasion were offensive and
contradictory:
- I had personally heard the Samex plant manager make disgusting racist comments about the
boys when she appeared to be inebriated, e.g. “Dirty little black bastards”.
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-

-

-

-

-

The Samex Director stated that if we help any of the boys to move to another employer
offering full-time employment, then we can all leave. He said that only after they had been
there for an additional 12 months (2 years in total) that he will allow some to move on to
another abattoir if they so wish.
The Samex plant manager said that the boys had confided in her that they wanted to go
home and that they had sabotaged plant equipment so that they would be sent home. The
boys denied this and no evidence has been provided in relation to these allegations.
Then on several occasions the Samex management staff alleged that the boys stated to them
that they did not want to leave Peterborough so therefore they should stay. Their explanation
for the boys denying that they had said this was that the boys are afraid to tell us the truth,
whereas they are not afraid to tell them the truth. This counters our experience and what the
boys were telling their families. Moreover, it discounts our role to make decisions on behalf
the boys, and contradicts their expressed dissatisfaction of the boys.
A Samex supervisor stated to me that the Samex plant manager asked her to make a false
statement against the boys in order to extract a (false?) confession of sabotage.
A Samex supervisor warned me that the Samex plant manager can be very vindictive if she
does not get her way. After we left Peterborough, the Samex plant manager came out with a
number of spiteful claims against the Fijian supervisors, the boys and myself. For example,
she intimated that she had gone to her local Member of Parliament to say that the Fijian
supervisors had borrowed money and received an old wooden rolling pin from a local elderly
lady. I was told that the local Member of Parliament referred this “serious” matter to Senator
Nick Xenophon’s office, and the Senator’s office in turn referred this “serious” matter to the
Cape York Institute. What makes this event more comical is that the Fijian supervisors say
that they have never borrowed any money from anyone. Even if they did, it is none of the
business of the Samex plant manager and Senator Xenophon’s office.
I am aware that the Samex plant manager would regularly drink alcohol in the presence of
our young people in violation of our strict prohibition rules.
The Samex plant manager had invited our young people to her house on a number of
occasions when she was inebriated and behaved in a most slovenly manner towards our
young people.

The main problems in Peterborough were our inability to increase the number of participants, the lack of
fulltime employment and low income, and the need for the supervisors to receive greater support and
supervision. Many of the other lesser problems provided sufficient cause to relocate the project, but these
main problems were going to destroy the project.
To ensure that these problems do not repeat themselves, I decided to divide the group into two smaller
groups and place them in two separate abattoirs in south-eastern New South Wales where both the young
people and their supervisors could receive greater support and supervision and where the young people
will be provided with fulltime employment by reputable employers.
The relocation was carried out with textbook precision and coordination, as outlined below:
 May-June 2016:
Discussions took place with Junee and Young abattoirs located in the
south-east of New South Wales.
 8, 15 & 22 June
All members of the Peterborough group receive Q-fever blood tests,
skin tests, and vaccinations.
 Friday 24 June
Samex shut down for 3 weeks.
 Tuesday 4 July:
Work vehicle purchased in Adelaide for the second group and driven to
Peterborough.
 Wednesday 6 July:
The first group (1 Fijian supervisor, 1 Northern Territory role model,
and 2 Aurukun boys) left Peterborough for Junee.
 Friday 8 July:
The first group attended their medicals and induction training with the
Junee abattoir.
 Monday 11 July:
The first group started work at the Junee abattoir.
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Tuesday 12 July:



Tuesday 12 July:



Thursday 14 July:



Friday 15 July:





Monday 18 July:
Tuesday 19 July:
Wednesday 20 July:




Thursday 20 July:
Monday 1 August:

The furniture removalist picked up our furniture from the Peterborough
railway barracks.
The second group (1 Fijian supervisor, 1 Northern Territory role model,
and 2 Aurukun boys) left Peterborough for Young.
The furniture arrives in Junee and the first group moved into their rental
home.
The second group attended their medical assessment with Hilltop Meats
abattoir at Young.
The second group attended their induction at the Young abattoir.
The second group started work at the Young abattoir.
Furniture belonging to the second group was transported from Junee to
Young.
The second group moved into their rental home at Young.
Meeting takes place with the management of Gundagai Meat Processors.

To overcome the problem of providing employment for 15 year old youths that test positive for drugs, it
has been decided to re-establish a fruit-picking group at Leeton in the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area in
southern New South Wales. An interesting coincident is that Leeton was the site of the first 1966
Northern Territory Aboriginal fruit-pricking group developed by the Northern Territory Administration
Welfare Branch.7

5.

Fijian nationals appointed to the positions of off-site (after work) and
on-site (workplace) residential supervisors

Having highly supported and highly supervised accommodation and employment is a key component of
the BFTB Projects approach. The only supervised accommodation model proven to work for these
young people is the live-in carer/supervisor model. As demonstrated, any other supervised
accommodation model will not meet the need of these young people. See RAWS Progress Reports #3 at
www.fromthebush.org/papers
The original methodology was based around the horticultural industry (fruit-picking, vine and tree
pruning in the South Australian Riverland region and the Murray Valley and Sunraysia regions of Victoria)
with on-site (workplace) supervisors who were required to be available for some off-site (after work)
support and supervision. After a time, this model gave way to the employment of designated on-site
supervisors and designated off-site carer/supervisors. In 2007, the project rolled over to the meat
processing industry with off-site carer/supervisors only.
The first trial of a combined residential on-site and off-site carer/supervisor took place in 2006 with the
Renmark fruit-picking group. The second trial took place in 2013 with the Peterborough meat processing
group. Depending upon to the characteristics/qualities of the supervisor, this proved to be a much more
effective model.
My experience has shown that ordinary generic youth workers do not generally hold the same passion,
focus and skill-sets to manage these work groups effectively and professionally. Supervision provided by
these youth workers has been associated with poor supervision, including the exploitation of the
vulnerabilities of our target group and engaging in practices that increase our clients’ use and abuse of
drugs and alcohol, increase their level of apathy, and increase their derision and victimisation.

7

James, M (2015), The 1960s Aboriginal Fruit-Picking Scheme—A Critical Evaluation, Australian eBook Publishers.
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BFTB Projects has pursued various supervision models using Indigenous Australians. However, finding
suitable role models with the required skill sets has proven to be impossible.
The use of Fijian expatriates as off-site residential carer/supervisors was first trialled between 2010 and
2013. They proved to be suitable, however, due to a range of reasons there were very few available.
The use of Fijian nationals as off-site and on-site residential carer/supervisors brought to Australia
specifically for the Aurukun Youth Orbiting Project (AYOP) is a trial.
BFTB Projects is an approved Special Programme under regulation 2.60D(d) of the Migration Act 1958
(Cth), and a Special Programme Sponsor with the ability to sponsor Fijian nationals under Class TE
(Cultural/Social), Subclass 416 (Special Programme) visa, to the positions of volunteer off-site (after
work) and on-site (workplace) carer/supervisor for AYOP.
We are now one year into this three year trial of using Fijian nationals as combined on-site and off-site
residential carer/supervisors, and the trial is proceeding well.
There are a number of reasons why these Fijian nationals are proving to be suitable residential
carer/supervisors. They are:


The residential carers/supervisors are carefully assessed prior to recruitment, for the appropriate
knowledge, skills, attitude and underlying motivations to undertake the position.



They are renumerated at a rate similar to what they would receive in Fiji. This is important because
Australians renumerated at this rate are likely to be much less skilled that their Fijian counterparts.
Moreover, Australians with requisite skills are far less likely to be willing to live with, care for, and
work alongside our clients in a meat processing plant.



They were more respectful to our clients and better able to follow instructions than we have found
with many Australian residential carer/supervisors.



They were not hamstrung by so-called “progressive” ideology that has muddled the minds of so
many youth workers, social workers, community development workers, and public policy
development officers working in this general field of practise.



They provide a strong physical presence that reduces outbursts of violence and incidences of
bullying and intimidation, which characterises a number of young people in our target group.



They have a calmer temperament where differences in their upbringing and culture elicit cooler
behavioural responses when frustrated or provoked. Yet, quite capable of providing vulnerable and
impaired youths with desperately needed behavioural boundaries along with good care and
protection.



They maintained their identity with ancestral land and sea whilst still engaging in work orbits far
from home, i.e. economic assimilation/integration has not resulted in the loss of their identity,
language and customs.



They help to remove the division of labour, division of responsibility, and division of authority
based on skin colour.

5.1

Performance of the Fijian supervisors

Thus far, two Fijian nationals have been engaged — Mr Semi Cagilaba and Mr Toduadua Ratacinaovalasi,
to the combined positions of off-site and on-site residential carer/supervisors at the Peterborough work
site in South Australia. On 6 July 2016, Mr Cagilaba was transferred to our new group at Junee in south-
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east New South Wales. On 12 July 2016, Mr Ratacinaovalasi was transferred to our new group at Young
in south-east New South Wales.
A third supervisor, Mr Waisake Kativerata, was to arrive from Fiji on the week beginning 27 June 2016 to
take charge of a third group, but his visa has been delayed bureaucratically with a section of government.
Mr Cagilaba arrived in Australia on his 416 (Special Programme) visa on 10 July 2015. Mr Ratacinaovalasi
arrived in Australia on his 416 (Special Programme) visa on 13 November 2015. The personal details of
these people can be found in: Progress report on the use of Fijian nationals as carer/supervisors for the Aurukun
Youth Orbiting Project, Progress Report #1, January 2016.
These front-line workers are of strategic importance. Their work can have a significant impact on the
lives of the young people in their charge, and their ability to maintain their employment and acceptance in
the host communities.
This report will not go into the detail of their on-site and off-site performance. Sufficeth to say, these
Fijian supervisors need intensive support and supervision. Left to their own devices for any length of
time, they can become lazy, lose direction, and degrade both the administrative and structural systems and
professional practice standards.
It is important to understand that the work of these front-line workers can be inherently difficult to
monitor. Their work is often not visible or readily observable or measurable. Furthermore, front-line
workers in general are particularly susceptible to providing a narrative, or concealing certain information
that better support their actions, or lack of actions. On several occasions the Fijians were pulled up on
providing information and a narrative that was not consistent with outcomes (i.e. they were not doing
what they were told to do and were concealing certain things). This particularly troublesome, but
common, behaviour can, however, be kept in check by intensive professional support and supervision.
And as long as this is provided, I consider selected Fijian supervisors are suitable for this sort of work.
Without their inclusion, this project could not proceed.
Another immensely important aspect to the use of these Fijian nationals, as combined on-site and off-site
supervisors, is the aspect of cost. The Fijians are required to work alongside our young people in the meat
processing plant to set the pace and standard of work that is required by their employer, to provide our
young people with encouragement, and, where required, to correct any misbehaviour. The only way this
arrangement can conform to the strict regulations that govern meat processing plants is for the Fijians to
be chronicled as BFTB Project contractors or consultants. BFTB Projects is therefore responsible for
their professional training and supervision, including workers compensation insurance. The productionline work that the supervisors perform for the abattoir in the performance of their duties for BFTB
Projects is paid to BFTB Projects. It is not paid to the Fijian supervisors. BFTB Projects uses these
payments to contribute to the overall costs of the projects, including the training provided to the Fijians
and their workers compensation insurance.
This arrangement has, for the first time, enabled us to bring the supervisor-client ratio down to the ideal
level of 1:2. With all past projects, I have asked the meat processing plant to contribute to the general
operating cost of the project, but they have always refused. They say that there is no benefit or no
competitive benefit in employing troublesome Aboriginal youths over other more agreeable sources of
labour. This has necessitated our complete dependency on government funding which has always been
very difficult to obtain and remains fickle. But under this new arrangement, meat processing plants have
agreed to pay for any production-line work that the Fijian supervisors perform for the abattoir in the
performance of their duties for BFTB Projects.
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5.2

Training provided to the Fijian supervisors by Samex Peterborough

It was mentioned in the Progress report on the use of Fijian nationals as carer/supervisors for the Aurukun Youth
Orbiting Project, dated January 2016, that Samex Peterborough was initially reticent about allowing the
Fijians to come on-site as support workers/supervisors of our young workers. But after seeing them in
action, the company had become a strong supporter of this innovation.
Up until recently, the Fijians had been restricted to working alongside our young people in the byproducts and hides section. I requested that they also be given the opportunity to work alongside our
young people on the slaughter floor, boning room, and offal packing areas, but the Samex plant manager
said that this would require pre-requisite training and she was unwilling to provide them with this training
while they remain on a one-year visa. This, along with other requirements, prompted me to submit an
application to the Department of Immigration to grant the Fijian supervisors a 2 year visa. This
application was approved. But it turned out that the Samex plant manager allowed them to work
alongside our young people in the boning room and offal packing areas without any pre-requisite training.

6.

PARTICIPANT OUTCOMES TO DATE

BFTB Projects – Aurukun Youth Orbiting Project (AYOP) commenced operation in May 2015 with the
arrival of the first Northern Territory role model, Anton McMillan. The first Aurukun boy, Wilson
Marbendinar, arrived on the 8 August 2015.
The following graph (Graph 1.0) shows the month all participants arrived and the month they departed
or remain in the project up to 30 June 2016.

Graph 1.0

Names and month individuals joined AYOP and the month they departed or
remain in the project up to 30 June 2016.
May

Travis
Mitchell
Anton
Djina

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Alpurrurulam, Northern Territory
Alpurrurulam, Northern Territory
Santa Teresa, Northern Territory
Coen, Queensland

Desmond

Aurukun, Queensland

Jack

Aurukun, Queensland

Zantack

Aurukun, Queensland

Rayden

Aurukun, Queensland

Jarrod

Aurukun, Queensland

Wilson

Aurukun, Queensland
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The primary job placement outcomes achieved and the key events that occurred in relation to the job
placement and job retentions are discussed in the following sections.

6.1

Primary job placement outcomes

The primary job placement outcomes as of the 30 June 2016:


10 young people from Cape York and the Northern Territory were placed into the casual
employment of Samex Peterborough.



10 (100%) of these young people reached the 3 month (12 weeks) milestone.



9 (90%) of these young people reached the 6 month (24 weeks) milestone. The young person
from the Northern Territory that left the project in March has asked if he can return.



7 (70%) of these young people remain in employment.
4 (66%) of the 6 Aurukun participants remain in the project.
2 (33%) of the 6 Aurukun participants left the project.
1 (100%) of the 1 Coen participant remains in the project.
2 (66%) of the 3 Northern Territory participants remain in the project.

6.1.1

Examination of job placement outcomes

The Samex plant manager, Ms Duggan, stated that very few Indigenous people have been employed by
her company. The company has neither an Indigenous employment target nor an Indigenous
employment strategy. We are therefore unable to compare the outcomes of this project against any prior
Indigenous employment program operated by, or in cooperation with, Samex Peterborough.
I am, however, aware of other meat processing companies that have hosted an Indigenous employment
program. The only company that was willing to release its results to me was the Brazilian based giant JBS
Swift. This company reported achieving a 5% retention rate of Indigenous workers over 6 months. This
compares to our 90% retention rate after 6 months. Moreover, AYOP is servicing a far more challenging
target group.
And how does this result compare to the outcomes of the BFTB Project 2009-2012 Remote Area Work
Scheme (RAWS)?
In 2012, 8 (57.1%) of the 14 participants in RAWS reached the 6 months (26 weeks) milestone, and 7
(50%) of these went on to complete 12 months, with approximately 80% of these completing a second
year. What these results show is that AYOP is on track to achieving a better result than this earlier project
with Rockdale Beef/JBS Swift – Riverina Beef.
And how does this better result compare to the outcomes of the BFTB Projects 2007-2008 Work
Placement Scheme (WPS)?
The Tatiara Meats abattoir group trial paved the way for the development of the Wonthaggi and Albany
abattoir groups and the extension of the Participation [Responsibility] Agreements from six months to
one year. These combined groups achieved a 68% retention rate (N = 38) over 1 year. It was noted at the
time that rarely, if ever, have outcomes of this magnitude ever been achieved with our target group. The
majority of those who dropped out did so within the first 3 months (21% of total). Thereafter, the
dropout rate remained a low 5.2% of total between 3 and 6 months, 5.2% of total between 6 and 9
months, and 5.2% of total between 9 and 12 months. Three participants remained in the scheme after 12
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months. What these results show is that AYOP is outperforming these earlier trial groups in every
measure. This stands to reason for our methodology has improved over the years.
This 90% retention rate over the first 6 months achieved by AYOP can also be compared to the general
annual retention rate of Rockdale Beef/JBS Swift – Riverina Beef which was approximately 20%.
We can also compare our results with the annual general retention rate of the overall meat processing
industry which is approximately 38% over 12 months. Certainly, Meat and Livestock Australia (MLA) has
stated that the major threat to the sustainability and certainly the continued growth of the Australian red
meat industry is the industry’s inability to attract and retain an effective, stable and skilled workforce.
Meat processing plants, in particular, are feeling the impact of the high turnover rate, especially in the
skilled positions such as boners, slicers, slaughtermen and tradespeople. Processing plants in particular are
spending a disproportionate amount of time and resources advertising, recruiting and training, only to
experience the “revolving door of turnover”. Production, safety, morale and the long term sustainability
of the industry are all suffering. To a certain extent, this is being alleviated by the 457 visa program.
Based upon these comparisons, AYOP is tracking exceptionally well.
Another interesting comparison can be made with the Department of Employment and Workplace
Relations (DEWR) earlier Intensive Assistance programs. In a typical year 38,000 Indigenous people were
referred to this program. It had been estimated that only 4% of those who entered these Intensive
Assistance programs receive a job because of the program. Again, based on this comparison, AYOP is
tracking exceptionally well.

6.1.2

Consideration given to selection bias

Another important factor to consider when evaluating job placement outcomes is commonly referred to
as selection bias. Selection biases are important in understanding the net effect of employment programs,
because they increase the likelihood that outcomes will be skewed upward by those who may have found
and maintained employment without intensive assistance. Alternatively, it considers the possibility that
this exceptional result was due, at least in part, to the selection of the least disadvantaged job seeker,
rather than improved outcomes for the most in need.
This may be particularly relevant for AYOP because such selection is likely to be amplified if participants
were selected on their agreement to commit themselves to a minimum of two year in a meat processing
plant far from their family and community. Presumably, the least confident and least experienced jobseekers may find this requirement quite daunting and therefore reluctant to join.
The 6 participants from Aurukun that joined AYOP were recommended by Cape York Institute
recruitment officers. They were all of compulsory school/participation age. Jarrod, Zantack and Rayden
joined the project when they were 15 years old. Jack, Wilson and Desmond joined the project when they
were 16 years old. With their parents’ knowledge, all had dropped out of school 12 months or more prior
to joining the project. All could barely read and write, tell the time, or describe/measure time, weights,
volume, and distance. This information alone confirms that BFTB Projects is targeting highly
disadvantaged voluntary job seekers. At least one was on target for penetrating deeper into the criminal
justice system. See Section 6.2 – Primary Social Outcomes.
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6.1.3

Consideration given to job substitution

Another important factor to consider in assessing the effectiveness of AYOP is to ascertain if the job
retentions came at the expense of other individuals.
Substitution effects are usually an issue when seeking to understand the macroeconomic effects of labour
market programs.8 The following questions need to be asked:
1)
Had Samex Peterborough already committed to Indigenous employment targets, and therefore,
the positions offered to AYOP would have been filled by other Indigenous job-seekers anyway?
2)
Would these job vacancies have been filled by non-Indigenous job seekers?
The short answer to both of these questions is “No”. The issue here is not the outcomes achieved to date
(increased Indigenous employment), but rather isolating the contribution of AYOP in order to accurately
assess what additional contribution it is making to the labour market. As mentioned, Samex Peterborough
has no Indigenous employment target nor did it have any Indigenous employment strategy. Furthermore,
none of these positions were Australian Employment Covenant (AEC) positions or Reconciliation Action
Plan (RAP) positions.
According to the Samex Peterborough plant manager, the Samex meat processing plant has a very low
retention rate, perhaps in the order of 20 - 25% over 12 months. This suggests that AYOP participants
had taken up some positions that had been relinquished by non-Indigenous job seekers. Moreover, given
that Samex Peterborough has been recruiting job seekers throughout 2015 and 2016, it is likely that
AYOP participants were taking up positions that could not be filled by non-Indigenous job seekers.
What this means is that there is little or no job substitution going on. It appears that all positions taken up
by AYOP were either new positions or positions that would have otherwise gone unfulfilled.

6.1.4

Consideration given to cultural accord

There are very few employment options for those young Indigenous people living in remote communities
who would like to work outside the Work-for-the-Dole programme. For young people to be assisted in
taking up private sector employment, they must be willing and able to leave home and community for
long periods of time.
Hunter and Grey (2004) have argued that young Indigenous people are unable or unwilling to leave their
home and community to gain mainstream employment because of their strong social, cultural and
spiritual links with their land and the complex social bonds which link Indigenous families and
communities together.9 Back in 2005, BFTB Project debunked this claim, and it has continued to debunk
this claim ever since. Indigenous people, particularly young people from remote and very remote
communities are definitely willing and able to leave home, similar to that of non-Indigenous people, and
they are already doing so. The numbers of young people from all around the country wanting to join
AYOP is further testimony of their willingness to engage in economic mobility.

Hunter, B.H., Gray, M. and Chapman, B. (2000), ‘An analysis of data from the longitudinal survey of ATSI job seekers, Topic
III: Labour market programs and Indigenous Australians’, A Report to Department of Employment, Workplace Relations and
Small Business, Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra.
9 Hunter, B.H. & Gray, M.C. (2004). Patterns of Indigenous Job Search Activity. CAEPR Discussion Paper No. 263, CAEPR, ANU,
Canberra.
8
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A second common myth is that young Indigenous people cannot cope with the structural and task
demands of mainstream private sector employment, after many years on welfare within families who have
spent most if not all their lives on welfare. Speaking about welfare dependency, Noel Pearson said that:
“Passive welfare is now well embedded in Aboriginal society. It is almost seen as the Aboriginal way, part of the
culture. Recipients of passive welfare are far removed from the real economy and have been for a long time now.
Children who have grown up in this passive welfare economy have little understanding of and have never experienced
life in the real economy. Values, expectations and aspirations are limited in this artificial context.”10
Somewhat similar, Gary Johns (2006) says:
“[T]he young who are simultaneously attracted to the trappings of modernity but ill-equipped in terms of their
education or their values to move fully into the wider world … are fast becoming a lost generation. They have rejected
the world in which their elders find value, but they are not equipped to embrace the alternative. They are caught in a
destructive—often self-destructive—limbo.11
The results of AYOP speak for themselves. BFTB Projects have located a large number of young people
who are willing to leave home for work in the meat processing industry. In addition, our results confirm
that young Indigenous people can successfully work in the private sector and live far from home and
community, provided they are removed from the distractions and negative influences of family
and community and provided they receive good support and supervision in their new
environment. If they are not provided with this good support and supervision, most will fail and they
will drag others and the project down with them.
AYOP has shown that not all of these young people are yet to have “Values, expectations and aspirations
limited in this artificial [welfare] context”, and not all of these young people are “caught in a destructive—often selfdestructive—limbo”.
The results of AYOP also supports our earlier findings that the younger inexperienced participants
proved more resilient than one would have expected, and they are better able to accept the structural and
task demands of private sector employment than many of the older participants who are more embedded
in welfare dependency and have had more exposure to various artificial community-based work and life
skills programs.

6.1.5

Consideration given to cultural context and relatedness

I selected meat processing work for its ability to engage young disadvantaged Indigenous job seekers that
best matches their aspirations and abilities. Plus it’s a labour intensive industry offering three unskilled
labouring positions to ever 1 skilled positions.
Many young Aborigines, particularly those from remote northern communities, enjoy this type of work
and they can be very good at it for a number of reasons.
A) Young people in good health are usually strong and usually have good eyesight, good reflexes,
good fine motor skills and good hand-eye coordination — all necessary attributes for good knife work.
B) Many young males from remote communities are accustomed to the slaughtering of wild
animals for food, along with the accompanying sensations (texture, sights, sounds and smells) involved in
this sort of work. You can see this taking place in the following pictures I took a number of years ago in
the Torres Strait.

10
11

Pearson, N. (2000a). Our Right to Take Responsibility. Noel Pearson and Associates, Cairns Queensland. p.30.
Johns, G. (2006). Aboriginal Education: Remote Schools and the Real Economy, The Menzies Research Centre. p16.
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Pictured above are Boys from the Bush program participants butchering turtles in the Torres Strait in 2002.

Today, like in traditional times, male prestige is associated with bringing home meat. This can be seen in
the Torres Strait and throughout Aboriginal Australia. Having said this, half the Aurukun boys complain
that working on the “gut truck” makes them feel sick, dispelling any notion that all of these kids are
accustomed to the texture, sights, sounds and smells of this sort of work.

Pictured above is Jarrad Ornyengaia working on the “gut truck” at Samex Peterborough in 2016.

C) The families of most Northern Territory participants have a historical connection to the
pastoral (cattle) industry. It is on this point that I draw upon my earlier work in narrative therapy.
Narrative therapists believe that people live their lives by stories, and no one’s life story is free from
ambiguity or contradiction. The role of the therapist is to help search out more preferred stories from the
client’s mass of experiences, and to elevate these alternative narratives to a more central position. When I
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recruit young people to work in abattoirs it involves me telling the story of how this type of work is partand-parcel of what their great-grandfathers, grandfathers, fathers and uncles were doing over the past 125
years, before the time of welfare, CDEP and Work for the Dole programme. Young applicants and their
families are shown the above and below sets of pictures as part of the community based suitability
assessment interview.

Pictured above are BFTB program participants working at Tabro Meats, Victoria, in 2007.

Pictured above is Djinabudgee Jaffer working on the slaughter floor at Samex Peterborough, in 2015.
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It’s a return to the ‘golden age’ when their families were the mainstay of the northern cattle industry. It’s
this historical connection that gives context and relatedness. Having said this, few Aurukun people were
involved in the pastoral industry.

6.1.6

Provision of peer group employment and production-line work

Peer or mutual support is the sixth structural component of BFTB Projects methodology. See WPS
Developmental Note #20, www.fromthebush.org/articles. This was recognised as an important factor
back in 1999 when the project was being developed. My 2005 report on the first fruit-picking trial in
South Australia, said:
“To help balance this need for a prolonged exposure to new patterns of behaviour and genuine pleas of homesickness,
participants will be given the opportunity to be placed along with a family member or friend. These small peer groups
will share a common identity, language, lifestyle and needs and provide each other with mutual support. This mutual
support during difficult times is an important ingredient to a successful work placement.”12
Perhaps another way to describe these aspects of the work dynamics is to mention the distinction
between task behaviour and maintenance behaviour used in group work theory. This theory purports
that most group activities can be classified as either task behaviours, which are those behaviours directed
towards the accomplishment of tasks, or maintenance behaviours, which are those behaviours that are
directed towards facilitating and providing emotional/psychological support to each other. Maintenance
behaviours include mutual aid behaviours. In social psychology, there is a body of knowledge about
what makes for an effective group and their potential to serve as a mutual aid system, which is separate to
those interactions with the various surrounding social systems, described as task type behaviours. This has
been recognised as a crucial factor for participants and is one of the primary structural components of the
project. These mutual aid systems include; sharing information, the dialectical process, discussing taboo
areas, the all in the same boat phenomenon, developing a universal perspective, mutual support, mutual
demand, individual problem solving, and rehearsal.13
A third common myth exposed by BFTB Projects is the belief that rural and remote Aboriginal youths
are by nature simple people, yearning for the communal, contented to live in the haven of their own
people, and therefore not wanting or unable to cope with modern production-line work. This is also false.
In assembly-line work or production-line work, the worker is required to follow a set routine at a constant
pace — the line controls both the quality and quantity of the product with physical movement restricted
to a few feet from one’s station on the line. This work does not require the worker to conceive and plan
the work task. It’s the line’s speed, and the workers’ separation from one another, that deters loafing. For
young people with limited work ethic, education and work skills, this type of work has proven to be ideal.

A report on the trial of placing young Indigenous people from Cape York Peninsula region into private sector employment picking fruit in southern
states, by Milton James, April 2005.
13 ibid.
12
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Pictured above are BFTB Projects participants at their stations on the production-line at Rockdale Beef in 2010.

In my 2005 report titled: ‘Report on the trial of placing young Indigenous people from Cape York Peninsula region into
private sector employment picking fruit in southern states’, I touched upon the issue of participants working
collectively versus working individually. I had noted back in 2005 that whenever participants were allowed
to co-work or were placed on a collective contract, this would invariably result in a drop in the
productivity of the better workers and only a marginal increase in the productivity of less efficient
workers. I therefore advised employers to work them separately.
This finding was confirmed with our Robinvale lettuce picking group (pictures shown below) which ran
for approximately 7 months in 2006, without a single participant losing his job. How was this possible?
I believe one of the reasons for this was due to the requirement to keep up with a moving machine which
objectified the work, similar to production-line work. If any one person started slowing down it would
affect the work of others and they would have something uncomplimentary to say about it, including the
owner-manager, driver, and other cutters and corers.
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Pictured above are BFTB participants picking lettuce at Robinvale in 2006.

They all worked in close proximity to each other, and they all had to perform to a standard where freeloading was not tolerated.
These are some of the learnings that have informed AYOP.
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6.2

PRIMARY SOCIAL OUTCOMES

This project has been developed by BFTB Projects for the Cape York Institute as a type 3-4 rural-rural
voluntary circular migration project that provides a number of accumulative benefits for the
participants, their families, home community, and host community. See Appendix 2 – A word about work
‘orbits’. It has been named the Aurukun Youth Orbiting Project (AYOP). The accumulative benefits
include:
Diversion from:
 the use and abuse of drugs and alcohol,
 offences against persons and property,
 family/parental abuse and neglect,
 other negative influence within the community,
 the justice and welfare systems.
Provision of:
 a suicide prevention strategy,
 real employment paid at award rates and under award conditions,
 financial self-reliance,
 savings and investment support opportunity,
 the opportunity to boost family income through remittances,
 pro-employment and pro-social role models,
 good physical and mental health activities,
 24 hour support and supervision,
 constructive social, recreational and cultural activities,
 life skills and life education, which includes helping to develop a moral character, the expression
of gratitude, and framing of desires.
Creation of:
 social capital at an individual level,
 social capital amongst family, friends and community,
 social capital in the workplace,
 social capital in the host community,
 social inclusion,
 reducing the demand on public housing and other public services in their home community,
 paying tax on income.
In 2009, I began using a more advanced project design and vastly improved residential off-site (after
work) support and supervision. This more advanced design not only maintained our unprecedented high
employment retention rate over a longer period, I also achieved a uniquely, near zero use of drugs and
alcohol, and a near zero offending rate. This important outcome is being achieved by AYOP. See article
below titled, ‘2800km from home and a step ahead of strife’, by Jamie Walker, printed in The Australian, dated
Tuesday 31 May 2016.
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The young people that attacked teachers and the principal of the Aurukun school were relatives
and close friends of Zantack Walembeng. If Zantack was in Aurukun at the time, he admits that
he would have been involved and probably sent to Cleveland Youth Detention Centre.
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Unfortunately, this important outcome was not fully realised with this project. Six months after our
arrival in Peterborough, Desmond Kawanka and Wilson Marbendinar were identified by a surveillance
video to have been 2 of 4 Aurukun boys who smashed two shop windows in the main street of
Peterborough around midnight on 7 February 2016. They were filmed entering one of the shops and
stole a charity box containing a small amount of cash.
It was revealed that 4 of the 5 Aurukun boys got it into their heads to sneak off in the middle of the night
to go over to the main street and break into the hairdresser salon to steal a charity box left on the counter.
It was Wilson Marbendinar that smashed the window and grabbed the charity box containing a small
amount of cash. The charity box was set up to help cover the cost of life-saving treatment for a local child
suffering cancer. While another, Desmond Kawanka, kicked in the window of the nearby home hardware
store just for fun. The total damage amounted to $1,120.00.
The mastermind of this undertaking was Wilson Marbendinar. This kid was only 15 years old and earning
on average $588.79 per week at the abattoir, which was more than any of the other Aurukun boys. Wilson
wanted for nothing. He had his own private, furnished, air-conditioned room, and provided with good
regular meals. In addition, he was provided with an array of after-work and weekend social, recreational
and sporting activities, the likes of which he had never received back home in Aurukun. To top it off, a
few months earlier, he was awarded the worker of the month certificate and gifts.
After he was caught, I asked Wilson why he did this: “Do you want to go home? Don’t you like it here?” He
replied: “No, I really like it here. I don’t want to go home.” Desmond said the same thing. For those unfamiliar
with our target group, this sort of behaviour would make no sense. But, from the perspective of BFTB
Projects theory and practice, it makes perfect sense.
All those involved were interviewed by the police. All those involved admitted their offences. All those
involved were charged and released on bail to appear before a Family Conference in April. The
conference was later deferred to a date yet to be set.
The police thought that Desmond was the ringleader. Certainly, Desmond had the power to influence
other boys, but I knew that Wilson was the mastermind. And true to form, the families of these 2 boys
responded by insisting that the boys were innocent and that fault lied with everyone else.
The police brought their employer (the manager of the Samex meat processing plant, Ms Duggan) into
the situation. This made a bad situation manifestly worse. I had spent a considerable amount of time and
effort in trying to establish a demarcation line between matters that concern their employer and those that
do not. This matter should not have involved their employer. When Ms Duggan became involved, her
immediate response was to dismiss all the boys from their employment and demand that I return them all
back to Aurukun immediately. She had verbally abused the boys, and spoke to me in a highly abusive
manner. She later apologised for her behaviour, and gave tacit approval to my longstanding request for a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that established a clear demarcation line and acceptable and
unacceptable forms of communication to me and the boys.
Over the days that followed, Ms Duggan agreed to reinstate all the boys, including Desmond. I accepted
the reinstatement of all the boys, but deferred the reinstatement of Desmond. I was aware that other
events were taking place that would make Desmond’s reinstatement superfluous. His family was making
arrangements to fly him back home in spite of my objection and in breach of his bail conditions.
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I also became aware that Desmond was inflaming his family by telling them lies about Samex workers
making racist comments to him. Desmond’s uncle refused to accept that they were lies even though
Desmond admitted that he had made this up. I also became aware that Desmond was privately organising
someone to drive him to Adelaide whilst telling those around him that he was going to stay. I could see
that Desmond’s effort to get to Adelaide were, at best, becoming chaotic, and at worst, were going to
place him at risk which would invite more blame from his family. As it happened, Semi was travelling to
Adelaide the next day to pick up another boy from the airport, so I told him to offer Desmond a lift to
the Adelaide airport. I was told that Desmond’s brother (a man who made it known to us that he was
running for the position of Mayor of Aurukun) had booked Desmond a flight from Adelaide to Cairns.
Desmond accepted Semi’s offer without hesitation. In effect, Desmond got off scot-free, aided by his
family. He was never held to account for his offence and did not pay a single cent towards the cost of the
repairs. He is now back in Aurukun and his family have left him to his own devices — engaged in neither
work, training or education. Wilson Marbendinar is in the exact same situation.
This is only part of what we must deal with here. It can and does get much worse than this. A few days
after this trouble, Jack Wolomby attacked his supervisor at work with an iron bar and then smashed a
window of the abattoir lunch room. Why? Because he was told that smoko was finished and he now
needs to get back to work. “Fuck you” he said, and picked up an iron bar.
Shortly after this, Rayden Kalkeeyorta’s aunt who lives in Pormpuraaw demanded that he return home
because her son, who also lives in Pormpuraaw, had fallen ill. Rayden’s sister in Aurukun also jumped in,
demanding that he return home. And from what we could make of it, his mother went along with their
demand. Then the grandmother of Jarrod Ornyengaia came forward requesting that he and Rayden return
home for the funeral at the very moment the Peterborough group was being relocated.
The Participation [Responsibility] Agreement specifically deals with this issue as a precondition to their
acceptance in AYOP. His mother had agreed that her son would not be called back should this sort of
event occur. But when it came down to it, her agreement counted for little. This is not a one-off event. I
come across this sort of behaviour quite often; so often in fact, that I have developed a standard
procedure to deal with empty promises.
Knowing that the matter would not be dealt with by anyone on the ground in Aurukun and something
that the Cape York Institute also struggles to deal with, I instructed my supervisors to break the line of
communication between Rayden and his family. After a week of them not being able to contact Rayden
they lost interest and we have not heard from them since. Rayden settled back down and is now going
along quite well. Dealing with Jarrod Ornyengaia proved to be much more difficult, and in the end it was
left to me to try and deal with the grandmother. See Appendix 5 for a discussion on this topic.
Returning to my earlier point about this sort of behaviour from our target group making perfect sense,
my point is this: If we think that closing the gap is all about providing these young people with equality of
opportunity, then we are so wrong.
These young people, like all of us, are a product of our environment. None of us choose our parents.
None of us choose the moment in time in which we are born. And none of us choose the society in
which we are born. We also need to remind ourselves that what choices we make in life are based
upon our present state of mind and the totality of our experiences.
So when a young person earning an average of $588.79 per week breaks into a humble hairdresser’s
salon to steal $10.00 in coins, what does this say about this young person’s state-of-mind and the totality
of his past experience? Truly, Wilson and Desmond do have some serious problems.
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Before young Wilson came to us, he fancied himself to be a bit of a gangster rapper; a rebel, a young
Leroy Brown. My job was to get him to fancy himself to be a good respectable young man who can stand
on his own two feet and make his own way in the world. There was no question about it, we were making
ground. Yes, there were a few moments of relapse, but this is expected. When it comes to this sort of
thing, there is no instantaneous rebirth or a spectacular Eureka moment where the kid gets it and settles
down. What progress we make requires a tremendous amount of hard painful work.
Wilson was with us for 23 weeks. In that time he worked for 639 hours and earnt $14,027.70, and after a
shaky beginning he began to acquire a reputation as a good solid worker. Even with this serious relapse,
he still did not want to go home. He asked for another chance; an opportunity to start again in another
job. And he had agreed to pay for all the damage he caused from his savings. But this second chance was
denied to him by his father who, like Desmond’s family, forced his return to Aurukun. What does this say
about the families of these boys?

On the morning of the 23 February 2016, Wilson’s father, Mr Jason Marbendinar, rang me and left
an abusive message. I deleted the message. About 2 minutes later (9:53 am) I received another
message from him. The exact words of this message were: Hey Milton, it’s me again. My son told me what
you said to him on the phone. And you told him not to have a feed in the house. And you told your workers to tell
Wilson eat outside; to eat on the street. Mate if you got the guts, you fuckin call me. Call me. Fuck you. Milton you
fuckin asshole. Call me. Call me you fuckin asshole, you fuckin fat cunt.
What Mr Marbendinar was referring to here was my instruction to Toduadua that Wilson was not to
eat in the kitchen, but to eat separately from the other boys. He was to be served in his bedroom or
lounge. I did not want him ‘poisoning the waters’ anymore than he had. Besides, a small degree of
discomfort will do him the world of good. Mr Marbendinar’s take on this was that Wilson was eating
on the street. But as it turned out, Toduadua did not follow through with this instruction. Instead, he
allowed Wilson to eat with the other boys, because he felt sorry for him.
About 10 minutes later, I took a call not knowing it was Mr Marbendinar again. He immediately went
into a tirade of abuse and threats. He accused me of being “a fuckin racist”, “A white fuckin racist”. He
went on about “All white people are fuckin racists”. When I told him the facts of the situation and that
Wilson was not eating in the street; for one night only he was served his dinner in his bedroom, but
all Mr Marbendinar would say was that I am “full of shit”. He went on about how I “should come to
Aurukun and face the Aurukun people; you fuckin racist”. “You stealing all these Aurukun kids. You do the stolen
generation again. You fuckin asshole. You fuckin racist asshole”. He went on to say that I “am fucking robbing
these kids”. He also went on about how I was “blackening the name of Aurukun people”. All through this
tirade, he made all these direct and indirect threats, such as “we get you”, “you won’t get away with this”,
“when you coming here”. He refused to accept that Wilson had done anything wrong. When I told him
that he had been charged with break-and-enter and stealing, all he said was “Did he hit anyone? He never
hit anyone. He’s not a criminal”. And this is the thing; these parents do not see anything wrong here; it is
just normal behaviour for these people; there is no condemnation, no consequences, and will attack
anyone who dares to introduce consequences. What we have here is the essence of the dysfunction;
violent, irrational, abusive parents and their messed up naughty kids who are untouchable. He
refused to accept Wilson’s bail conditions, nor was he appreciative of me looking around for another
job for him. He demanded that his son be sent home immediately. Further, he was irate about his
son having to pay for the damage he caused from his savings. He is still demanding that all of his
son’s savings must be returned to him.
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Added to this, I had CYI staff responsible for the referral of young people to AYOP buy into this
nonsense. Mr Marbendinar wanted Wilson’s bank transaction statement, thinking that these
statements would reveal large sums of money still in Wilson’s account. Wilson, on the other hand,
was unwilling to cooperate. When he was offered assistance by CYI staff to instruct his bank to send
Mr Marbendinar his bank statement, Wilson went silent and refused to do so. This should have been
the end of the matter, but Mr Marbendinar persisted. It was then that CYI staff contacted me, asking
if I could provide Wilson’s bank transaction statement to Mr Marbendinar, as he and family
members were disrupting the CYI’s work in Aurukun.
My reply was to say: “It's Wilson's bank account. Wilson can access HIS bank account any time he wants. He can
request his bank to send him his financial transactions statement at any time he wants. For whatever reason, Wilson has
chosen not to do this. That's his choice, that his prerogative. If Jason wants a copy of Wilson's bank transactions statement,
then he needs to get it from, or via, his son. This is how the world works. This is what Jason needs to do. Why is someone
not telling him to do this? If someone has already told him to do this, and his son does not want to do it, then this is between
him and his son. Why are we getting involved? What we need to do is get back to our core business. Jason pulled Wilson out
of his job and brought him back to Aurukun. Jason told me that he is going to send his son to work somewhere else. So,
where is his son now working? If he is not working, then what's going on? This is what we need to be pursing.”
What is most unfortunate about the loss of Wilson was that it should not have happened. See
Appendix 6: WPS Developmental Note #11 – The use of distance. This note provides an example of how
distance can be used to our advantage.
Just before I was uncontactable for two weeks (as I had to be in China), we were in an ideal situation.
Wilson understood that he was in a very difficult situation. He did not want to go home, but he was
not going to defy his father. What he wanted was for me to somehow fix it so that he could stay in
the project without defying his father’s wishes. I knew this. So the first thing I did was to tell
Toduadua to confiscate all the boy’s phones to prevent, or frustrate, any contact between Wilson and
his father. The Fijian supervisors had no authority to assist Wilson to leave the project, and he could
not leave without assistance. Only I had that authority to assist Wilson, and I was uncontactable,
which meant nothing could happen until I returned. So what went wrong?
Things went wrong because the supervisors themselves were also in need of greater support and
supervision. The supervisors did not comprehend, nor possess the skill set, for a more advanced
practice in managing environments as a means of managing behaviour. Certainly, if I was there at the
time, I would have handled the situation totally different. This was an important lesson on the
limitations of the Fijian supervisors.
To complicate matters, we had an employer who would not adhere to appropriate boundaries. Ms
Duggan had become increasingly erratic in her responses and interactions. In our May review meeting,
she took issue with everything in the review report. She threw the attached documents on the floor, and
then stormed out of the review meeting in a rage, saying “it’s all bullshit”. She even took issue with her
own company’s data showing that our young people were only working 2 or 3 days per week. She said
that they had been offered more work, but they did not want it. According to our Fijian supervisors, over
the previous 6 months there were only 2 occasions when one of our boys was absent from work due to
weekend football injuries, and none of them have turned down extra work.
Ms Duggan had repeatedly expressed disappointment in the behaviour of the Aurukun boys. She stated
that the Aurukun boys told her that they were not happy with their jobs inside the plant and life in
Peterborough, and that they want to go home. She said that the boys want to work outside of the plant in
the by-products and hides section. She said that two of them had confessed to her to have damaged plant
equipment in an effort to be sent home. She also reported that the boys were often late for work and, at
times, not coming to work, and still coming to work with no lunch.
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The young people and our supervisors report a different picture. Yes, Wilson did confess to carrying out
acts of “sabotage” (Ms Duggan’s word). He cut a vital electrical cable to the production line, and
admitted to have slashed about 100 plastic aprons. When asked “Why?” He replied because “I don’t
like working on the gut truck”. The other boy denied ever damaging any plant equipment and denied
confessing to Ms Duggan that he had damaged plant equipment in an effort to be sent home. He did,
however, say that they would like to be transferred to one of our other work groups that we are in the
process of setting up and where he will be given more hours and better working conditions, but where he
will be expected to perform at a much higher standard. Ms Duggan’s explanation for these conflicting
reports is that the boys are afraid to share with us their true feelings, whereas they are not afraid to share
their true feelings with her. There was no evidence for these assertions, and on the contrary the evidence
was otherwise.
Whatever the situation, what is clear is that the other meat processing plants are offering fulltime
employment (40 hours per week) as opposed to Samex which can only offer casual part-time
employment. As mentioned earlier, the average number of weekly hours worked by the Aurukun boys at
Peterborough was:







Wilson
Jarrod
Rayden
Zantack
Jack
Desmond

30.43 hrs pw (36.27 hrs for only 2 weeks prior to leaving the project)
22.80 hrs pw (22.39 hrs)
23.46 hrs pw (21.09 hrs)
20.84 hrs pw (19.82 hrs)
19.92 hrs pw (19.73 hrs)
14.16 hrs pw (14.13 hrs)

Moreover, since the start of the year, their hours were dropping (average hours since the beginning of the
year are shown above in brackets). The promise of increased hours never eventuated.
This low number of hours has had a negative knock-on effect. Most of their income is being consumed
by their expenses, and the boys have been complaining that they are unable to save much money.
Moreover, with so much free time on their hands, we were inviting trouble (as the proverb says: “Idle
hands are the devil’s workshop”).
This was apparent in the situation with Desmond who confessed that he and other boys had been
walking around the streets of Peterborough in the middle of the night throughout the week. And on one
of these nights they smashed two shop windows in the main street and took off with a charity box.
Desmond was averaging only 14.16 hrs per week.
There is a general consensus that Samex can provide our target group with a good introduction to
work, but as the boys settle down, Samex is unable to meet their increasing appetite for a fulltime employment and a greater income. Similarly, the town of Peterborough is a good transitional
town from their life in a remote community to a more cosmopolitan world where they are exposed to a
more vibrant youth culture, new innovations, and more progressive attitudes and ideas. All of which will
better equip these young people for a more meaningful and constructive participation in the broader
community. But Samex’s position is that if we relocate any of the boys, including the saboteurs, to any
other meat processing plant, Samex will withdraw from the project. This ‘all or nothing’ stance had placed
AYOP in a very difficult position. Samex could not provide our young people with fulltime employment,
which was a problem, and they were threatening to dismiss all of them if we assist any of them to leave
for employment elsewhere.

At the same time Wilson and Desmond were departing Peterborough, another young person named
Lorenzo Marbendinar was flown down.
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Lorenzo also fell victim of an employer that knew no boundaries. Lorenzo joined AYOP on my
reassurance that he will begin work within 48 hours of arriving in Peterborough. This is what our
MOU with Samex required. I then departed the country and was uncontactable for 2 weeks. When
contact was re-established, to my dismay, I learnt that Lorenzo had returned back to Aurukun. My
investigation into the matter revealed that Lorenzo had not been employed and was left at our
barracks for two weeks while the others went off to work. Certainly, this was a legitimate point of
contention for Lorenzo. If I was in his position, I would have also objected.
The situation came to a head when Ms Duggan left the plant and went to our barracks by herself to
confront Lorenzo about the negative things he had been saying to his mother about the project.
Djina Jaffer stated that he saw her leave the plant and sensing trouble, he decided to follow her in his
car to the barracks. And it was good that he did, otherwise the situation had the potential to have
turned quite ugly. According to Djina, Ms Duggan confronted Lorenzo at the barracks and started
verbally abusing him. Lorenzo retaliated abusing her back and I am advised threatened to hit her with
his skateboard. I am further advised that Ms Duggan responded with threats of her own. It was
reported to me that Lorenzo then picked up a knife and screwdriver, but, before he could do any
harm, Djina intervened, talked him down, and took him back to his room. I understand that then
Djina ordered Ms Duggan to leave.
An important point to note is that the families of these young people (Desmond, Wilson and Lorenzo)
had organised and paid for the cost of their return home. This is an improvement. In the past, the
Department of Employment and Workplace Relations (DEWR) directed that we provide a guaranteed
return airfare to all participants who wish to exit the scheme. The Department dismissed our warning that
the provision of this welfare benefit would undermine the entire foundation of the scheme. Once every
young person, who is faced with the rigours, challenges and frustrations of their first few weeks or
months of work and contemplates ‘throwing in the towel’, knows that the project is responsible for
providing an exit – then the whole project will fail. The project is based on the principle that you wear the
responsibility for your actions. All participants are workers in the real economy in a real job. They have
been supported with an airfare to come to this job in Peterborough, South Australia. If they ‘throw in the
towel’, then they are in the same position as any other worker – they must find their own way home. It is
a good thing that DEWR is not involved in this project, for this project has been able to move forward
on a sounder footing.
To fully cast aside the welfare mantra, I gave consideration to the families paying for the cost of their
child’s flight going down. The precedent to this was the 1960s Aboriginal fruit picking scheme. This
scheme provided a loan to cover the transport cost to the work site which they had to pay back from
their salary — there was no transport subsidy. This is what I also did with the Northern Territory
boys participating in AYOP. But this would be difficult to do with some Aurukun boys. More
importantly, I cannot see how it would improve our outcomes in any way.

Besides all of this, it is not the young people that are our primary concern; it is their parents. What
we need is for the parents of successful applicants to put up an asset of some sort against their
agreement to support their child to remain in the project. Should they default on their commitment,
then they forfeit their asset. But what asset do these people have that is of sufficient value to them?

6.2.1

Creating social capital

AYOP can also be evaluated in terms of its ability to create social capital. Social capital is a sociological
concept, which refers to connections within and between social networks. Though there are a variety of
related definitions, they tend to share the core idea that social relations and values, such as trust, have
worth. Just as a car (physical capital) or a university education (cultural capital) can increase productivity
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(both individual and collective), similarly social capital affects the productivity of individuals and groups.
This may include anything that facilitates individual or collective action, through networks of
relationships, characterised by reciprocity, trust, and social norms. Strong social capital is necessary for a
strong democracy and strong economic growth.
Evaluating the outcomes of AYOP in terms of the production of social capital will offer a broader
appreciation of the project’s worth, and the government’s purchase of the delivery of these connections.
This section of the report will now examine the strong connections that have taken place within and
between four primary systems: 1) individual participants; 2) the family, friends and home community;
3) the workplace; and 4) the host community.
a)
Creating social capital at the individual level
There are those who mistakenly believe that we are all primarily motivated by economic reward and
therefore place emphasis on piece-work (linking an individual’s remuneration directly to his output) so
that workers had incentives to produce as much as possible within a given period. This belief
oversimplifies the complex nature of human motivation, ignores cultural and social context, and has been
superseded by those of the human-relations school, which places importance on the influence of group
norms and values. The human-relations school is closely associated with the name of Elton Mayo, who
published the results of the famous Hawthorne Experiments which concluded that the attitude of the
workers and their feelings about their work were of strategic importance. Good relations and a positive
atmosphere are responsible for high morale and good productivity. This has certainly been achieved with
our past abattoir groups, as testified by JBS Swift Riverina Beef, and Rockdale Beef management and
workers. It was also achieved in the initial months at Samex Peterborough, but good relations and
positive atmosphere began to wane as the behaviour of the Samex plant manager became more erratic
and irrational. And as the boys working hours began to drop and they could not make sufficient financial
headway.
Most participants are in their mid-to-late teenage years. These are impressionable years, which mean that
some of the experience these young people have today will be remembered for the rest of their lives.
Moreover, some of these experiences have, or are in the process of, shaping or reshaping their thoughts,
attitudes and behaviour. They have established new friendships with, or exposure to, people from all
walks of life; people that they would not normally come into contact with, and through which they
become exposed to new ideas, new patterns of behaviour, and new ways of viewing or handling existing
situations and challenges, i.e. we are creating new, more productive patterns of behaviour.
A behaviour that I am keen to extinguish is what I call ‘feast and famine type of behaviour’. This is the
pursuit of immediate gratification at the expense of greater reward tomorrow. A number of participants
would repeatedly over indulge themselves with all that they had today, as if there was no tomorrow. For
example, they would spend all their surplus income over the weekend, leaving nothing for themselves
through the week, to the point where they are walking around picking up “bumpers” (cigarette butts) off
the ground, and unable to afford a $2 drink, or unable to make a 50¢ telephone call to be picked up from
work — poverty in the admits of abundance. One can speculate on how and where this sort of behaviour
has its origins, certainly there is little in their communities of origin that runs counter to this behaviour.
Being immersed in a normal environment can and does extinguish this behaviour. This is to the benefit of
these young people and to broader civic society. Viewing outcomes in these terms, placements that last
for only three months may still have some value.
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b)
Creating social capital amongst family, friends and community
When individuals from remote communities leave home to live and work in the mainstream, everyone in
that community, and some people in neighbouring communities, get to hear about it. Should they hear
that things are going well for that young person, then this can become a matter of pride for the family of
the young person, and an inspiration to his friends and young relatives – someone they view as having
‘made it’.
Dick Esten, Chairman of the Aboriginal Employment Strategy (AES), said to me a few years back “Our
one [Aboriginal] bank manager is worth fifty of your [meatworkers]”. Esten was speaking about an AES client
who had recently secured a position as a bank manager, and the positive impact that this would have on
members of her extended family. Whereas, young people working in abattoirs would have much less of
an impact on members of their extended family. I strongly disagree with Esten’s assertion.
The Esten status hierarchy assumes that social reference groups have a trickledown effect on families, and
this increases in its intensity and range as individuals move higher in the social strata. It is plain to see that
this is often not the case. Many in the political, professional and managerial classes, who may have arrived
to their positions from working class or welfare backgrounds, tend to move class and develop social
identities within the groups with whom they work, often at the expense, rather than the benefit, of their
working or welfare class origins.
Many young Indigenous people living in remote communities are poorly educated and will continue to
fall behind in the skills needed for successful participation in the mainstream workforce and the nonwelfare economy. There are now more Aboriginal young men in prison than there are at TAFE and at
university. At best, most young people are destined for unskilled labouring positions. This, however,
should not be viewed in any disparaging manner, or to see this as a reason for not engaging in any sort of
work. The truth is that not everyone is cut out to be a bank manager, professional or member of the
intellectual elite. In the same manner, it is silly to say to young people aged in their early-to-mid teens,
who can barely read and write, and have a series of behavioural problems, to be told that if they go to
school and study hard they could one day become a doctor, lawyer or engineer. This (in all but rare cases)
is nonsense and just adds to the confusion, false hopes, disillusionment, and ultimately the sense of
despondency or anger expressed by these young people. It is wrong to encourage young people to build
their aspirations on fantasies.
Similarly, it is disingenuous to say to these young people that if you do well at sports they could be a
Cathy Freeman or a Michael O’Loughlin one day. Very few young Indigenous people have made a
successful career in sports. Privileged or exceptionally talented people do not make effective role models
for those who are not privileged or talented. More effective role models are ordinary people who are
doing well; people that the average young person can identify with. I can name any number of young
people who had been inspired by their older brother, cousin or uncle who joined one of my work groups,
and asked for the opportunity to join them. The results of my recruitment in Aurukun provide evidence
of this.
The BFTB Projects target group is young people disconnected from mainstream social structures and
social networks, and who are trapped in small remote homogeneous systems, where social networks are
characterized by weak social norms, low levels of trust, and high levels of demand reciprocity. BFTB
Projects helps these young people by offering them an employment opportunity, physical and social
mobility, and engagement in mainstream social structures and social networks. A number of these young
people, in time, take on a form of ‘bridging social capital’ whereby it is they who hold the connections
between other likeminded family members and friends, and it is they who can leverage BFTB Projects to
allow these others to join them. BFTB Projects in turn encourages this sort of mutual leveraging to take
place. This form of bridging social capital has the potential to grow exponentially.
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c)
Creating social capital in the workplace
John Ray, in a study to explain racism, noted that people with negative views of Aborigines tend to vote
conservatively and endorse statements of a generally conservative nature. Older people, particularly males,
tend to have a more conservative orientation, and males too are probably more likely to see the world in a
rather more Darwinian way as they are more generally involved in economic struggle and competition,
and therefore their attitudes may become more hardened.14
The meat processing industry is a labour intensive industry employing three unskilled labourers to every
one skilled worker. I have noticed that meat process workers do tend to endorse statements of general
conservative nature, and they hold hardened attitudes towards Aborigines.
It would be fair to say that Samex Peterborough management and staff were, at the start, reticent if not
cynical, about taking on young Aborigines from Aurukun with little education and no prior work
experience. But in time they became supportive of the project and disappointed that we left.
Paul Troja, General Manager/Director of Rockdale Beef stated in a letter to Barbara Livesey, Group
Manager, Indigenous Strategic Group, DEEWR, that:
“[T]he workers under the BFTB, are treated in the same way as any other workers, … The BFTB workers all
interact with the rest of the workforce, either at their workstation, during their breaks, or, as I understand, away
from the workplace. We have found that, in general, the BFTB workers are willing workers, …. The BFTB
program has delivered essential workers to Rockdale Beef, at the same time as providing opportunities for some of the
most disadvantaged Australians. Rockdale Beef considers the outcome to be a win-win situation.”
In relation to the production of social capital, we have here two ethnically diverse groups of Australians,
where one group at least (non-Indigenous management and staff of a meat processing plant) were
generally holding poor opinions of, or lacking trust in, the other (young Aborigines), but who are now,
after a relatively short time, engaging in social relationships of mutual respect, trust and reciprocity. These
qualities are a central dynamic of a healthy work environment and with high levels of productivity. This is
the stuff of a good civic society. They are qualities by which unequal individuals can now unite around the
shared objective of productivity and economic progress, rather than the hitherto unequal relationship of
producer-consumer versus despised dependency.
d)
Creating social capital within the community of Peterborough
A most challenging issue in establishing a work group in a town like Peterborough is members of the
community expressing concern about young Indigenous people coming into their community and causing
trouble.
We now have a situation in Peterborough where we believe all members of the community hold good
opinions of the young people from Aurukun. They have explained away the broken shop windows as a
few bad apples. All AYOP participants are engaging in social relationships of mutual respect, trust and
reciprocity, with a number of groups in the local community, to everyone’s mutual benefit, particularly
the churches, football clubs and army cadets.
In essence, we have achieved a situation near to the ideal view of good civic life in a small country town,
and this notion is central to high levels of social capital.

Ray, J.J. (1881) ‘Explaining Australian attitudes towards Aborigines’, Ethnic and Racial Studies, Volume 4, Number 3 July 1981,
348-352.
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5.3

Social inclusion/exclusion

AYOP can also be evaluated in terms of its ability to achieve social inclusion. One key aspect of social
exclusion is unemployment and the lack of participation in the workforce. Jahoda and associates were
among the first to identify and research a link between lack of work and psychosocial developmental
problems.15 Their case study series on the effects of high unemployment in the Austrian village of
Marienthal, during the Great Depression, revealed that those who were unemployed sharply curtailed
their social activities, read less, lost their sense of time and punctuality, and experienced increased familial
breakdown. This must surely resonate with Noel Pearson’s thesis in that these and other behaviours are
like a pandemic sweeping across Aboriginal communities. According to Pearson, this stems largely from
people’s detachment from work and the real economy.
So how does participation in the workforce benefit AYOP participants? Jahoda and associates provide a
comprehensive answer to this question. Work, according to Jahoda, has both manifest and latent
functions. The manifest function is income. The latent functions are time structure, enlarged social
experience, engagement in collective purposes, identity, and creativity.
Since this pioneering study by Jahoda and associates, there has been a great deal of research into the
effects of unemployment throughout the Western world. These studies have shown that unemployment
does have a negative impact on people’s mental health; not as an association but as a cause. This research
also reveals that there are a number of demographic variables that influence the nature and severity of the
impact. For example, studies have revealed how there is a gradual increase in anxiety and depression, and
loss of morale in the unemployed as the period of unemployment lengthens. Similarly, other studies
found that emotional instability increased with the length of unemployment.
Another important demographic variable is culture. There appears to be little published evidence about
commitment to the labour market among Indigenous Australians in comparison to non-Indigenous
Australians. One might expect, from the disadvantaged position of Indigenous people in general, that
young unemployed Indigenous people would exhibit less positive attitude to paid employment than do
non-Indigenous. A look at places like Mititjulu outside of Uluru illustrates this point. Voyages Ayers Rock
Resort were bringing in all their domestic staff from the Philippines, as nobody from the nearby
community had any interest in the work, preferring a life of idleness supported by family or
unemployment benefits. Even the Aboriginal dancers were brought in from the Central Coast of New
South Wales.
There was one interesting study by Warr and associates16, where the commitment to participation in the
labour market among young British born unemployed black people of Afro-Caribbean descent, was
compared with young British born unemployed white people. This study found that young unemployed
white people exhibited higher general distress and depression than young unemployed black people. By
comparison, young white males had a more positive attitude towards jobs and job seeking. This finding
concurs with our own experience with BFTB Projects’ participants.

Jahoda, M., Lazarfeld, P.F., & Zeisel, H., (1933). Marienthal, the Sociography of an Unemployed Community. London: Tavistock.
[English trans. 1972]. Sighted in Morrell, S., Taylor, R., Quine, S., Kurr, C., & Western, J. (1994). A cohort study of
unemployment as a cause of psychological disturbance in Australian youth. Social Science and Medicine, Vol. 38, No.11, 553-1564.
16 Warr, P.B. (1978). A study of psychological well-being. British Journal of Psychology, 69, 111-121.
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Another important demographic variable is age. Eisenberg and Lazarsfeld17 were amongst the first to
examine how unemployment affects young people, particularly during the crucial transitional period
between childhood and adolescence. They concluded that young people who gain employment are more
likely to make a full and successful transition from childhood to adulthood. On the other hand,
unemployment, particularly long-term unemployment, had a discernible effect on their personality. These
detriments included the tendency to become drifters, increased irritability, loss of ambition, an increase in
female prostitution, criminality and homelessness. These behavioural traits concur with my findings
where better outcomes are achieved with young people under 20 years old compared to those over 20
years old.
More recent studies have shown that unemployed young people experience a decrease in self-esteem and
increases in depression, from general poor health to serious chronic illness, impaired social competence,
impaired learning, alienation, social exclusion, and psychological morbidity. In addition to these
psychosocial effects, there are other reasons why youth unemployment is a major concern. Firstly,
widespread youth unemployment leads to an increase in criminal activity and other forms of antisocial
behaviour. Secondly, it can lead to increasing the risk of suicide. Thirdly, there is the fear that it may have
a detrimental effect on work values so that unemployed youths come to reject the work ethic, and prefer
a life of idleness supported by family or unemployment benefits rather than paid employment.
In summary, a thorough evaluation of the outcomes achieved by AYOP needs to take into consideration
the high levels of social capital and social inclusion achieved by placing participants into private sector
employment, and the government’s purchase of the delivery of these inclusions. I argue that placements
that only lasted for three months or so would still have a positive benefit on these young people.

Eisenberg, P. & Lazarsfeld, P.F. (1938). The psychological effects of unemployment. Psychological Bulletin, 35, 358-390. Sighted
in Mitchell, D.P. & Betts, A. (2002). Youth employment, mental health and substance misuse: a challenge to mental health
services. Journal of Psychiatric and Mental Health Nursing, 9, 191-198.
17
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6.3

PRIMARY ECONOMIC OUTCOMES

The Aurukun Youth Orbiting Project (AYOP) commenced operation in May 2015. Ten young people
were brought into the project over the following 6 months. The first young person from the Northern
Territory, Anton McMillan, started work in the week beginning 25 May 2015. The first young person
from Aurukun, Wilson Mardendinar, started work in the week beginning 10 August 2015. The last young
person from Aurukun, Desmond Kawanka, started work in the week beginning 14 December 2015.
The table below (Table 1.0) provides the total number of hours worked by each young person — their
total gross earnings, their total tax payed, and their total net earnings between 25 May 2015 and 19 June
2016 (≈ 13 months) — at which time the entire group was relocated to abattoirs in southern New South
Wales (Refer to Section 4; explanation for the relocation).
Table 1.0

Productivity of young participants between 25 May 2015 and 19 June 2016
Hours worked

Travis
Mitchell
Anton
Djina
Desmond
Jack
Zantack
Rayden
Jarrod
Wilson

841.12
1,460.92
1,083.83
1,277.02
99.16
597.73
729.58
915.26
889.26
639.08

Total gross
earnings
$18,616.26
$35,128.96
$28,568.70
$30,442.68
$2,143.10
$12,738.78
$16,016.65
$20,243.31
$19,699.13
$14,027.70

TOTAL

8532.96

$197,625.27

Income tax
paid
$7,195.00
$4,504.00
$3,157.00
$3,758.00
$458.00
$4,544.00
$3,355.00
$6,672.00
$6,590.00
$1,663.00

Total net earnings

$41,896.00

$155,698.73

$11,421.26
$30,624.96
$25,411.70
$26,684.68
$1,658.10
$8,194.78
$12,661.62
$13,568.30
$13,109.13
$12,364.20

The above table (Table 1.0) shows that Mitchell Mahoney had worked the most hours (1,460.92 hrs).
Desmond Kawanka had worked the least number of hours (99.16 hrs). The combined gross earnings of
all 10 young people totaled $197,625.27. Their combined income tax paid totalled $41,896.00.
As mentioned earlier, what we have here is a project that provides a number of accumulative benefits
for its participants, their families, their home community, their host community, and the national budget
— the likes of which has never before been seen in this country outside the BFTB Projects.
Included in its benefits is the provision of an unsubsidised wage in private sector employment. Instead of
being perceived as a burden to be regretfully carried, they are now financially independent and welcomed
tax payers.
What is astounding is that this project has been operating at less than half its capacity and still it has
generated nearly $200,000 of new economic activity within the first 12 months of operation under very
challenging conditions.
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The table below (Table 2.0) provides the total number of on-site consultancy hours performed by the
Fijian supervisors. These are the total number of hours the supervisors spent working alongside our
young people in the meat processing plant to set the pace and standard of work that is required by their
employer, to provide our young people with encouragement, and, where required, to correct any
misbehaviour. Their hours are recorded and the abattoir is invoiced by BFTB Projects for this work.
Table 2.0

Productivity of supervisors from 23 August 2015 to 19 June 2016
Hours of
consultancy work
for Samex
(23.8.15 – 19.6.16)

Consultancy
payments made by
Samex to BFTB
Projects

GST

Semi
Toduadua

1,081.86
549.08

$26,359.08
$13,239.66

$2,396.28
$1,203.65

TOTAL

1630.94

$39,598.74

$3,599.93

The above table (Table 2.0) shows that the supervisors spent a total of 1,630.94 hours engaged in on-site
activities at a cost to Samex totalling $39,598.74. GST paid on this revenue totaled $3,599.93. These
amounts are paid into BFTB Projects operating account and are included in the overall economic activity
generated by the AYOP.

Table 3.0

AYOP Financial summary

ECONOMIC OUTPUT from 25.5.15 to 19.6.16 (≈ 13 months)
Items
Total gross earnings of young participants

$197,625.27

Total gross revenue generated by supervisors

$39,598.74

Total Economic Output

$237,224.01

ECONOMIC INPUT from 25.5.15 to 19.6.16 (≈ 13 months)
Items
BFTB Projects organisation costs

$80,676.00

Project establishment and operational costs

$36,260.00

Supervisor #1 Living Allowance (12 months)

$5,200.00

Supervisor #2 Living Allowance (6 months)

$2,600.00

Total Economic Input

$124,736.00

ECONOMIC BALANCE from 25.5.15 to 19.6.16 (≈ 13 months)
Total economic gain produced by project (output less input)

$112,488.01

The above table (Table 3.0) shows that the AYOP produced an economic gain within the first 13 months
of $112,488.01.
It is certainly rare to see a social project that produces a greater quantifiable and irrefutable economic
return than the actual cost of the project. It is certainly unique to see a social project that produces twice
the economic output than input.
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A complete economic evaluation of this project needs to consider the alternatives.
Opponents to the AYOP say that these youths should be at school rather than work. We agree, but all the
youths attending the AYOP were refusing to attend school and their parents were unable or unwilling to
send them to school.
Moreover, those who were employed to pick up where their parents left off had no success. Nor have
those who oppose the AYOP come forward to say how these young people can be made to attend
school. Nor have they come forward to voice objection to the 3 young people that were taken out of the
project by their families only to be left with nothing — no education, training or alternative employment.
What also needs to be considered is that their school attendance came at a cost. We say ‘school
attendance’ rather than ‘education’, because all 6 Aurukun youths can barely read and write, tell the time,
measure weights, distance, volume and temperature. Clearly, their school attendance was not translating
into much of an education. Perhaps this explains why they were refusing to attend school and, instead,
wanted to go to work. Table 4.0 below shows an approximate annual cost of their school attendance.
Table 4.0

ABSTUDY COSTS

ABSTUDY COSTS
Living away from home
Under 16 years

2 youths x $474.20 per month x 10 months

$9,484.00

Between 16 and 21 years

4 youths x $866.40 per month x 10 months

$34,656.00

6 youths x $2,563.30 x 4 semesters

$61,519.00

Actual cost – $800 av. x 6 youths 2 flights each

$9,600.00

Boarding school supplement
Fare allowance
School fee allowance

$14,322.00

APPROXIMATE TOTAL

$129,581.00

The above table (Table 4.0) shows that it was costing taxpayers approximately $129,581.00 per annum to
send the 6 Aurukun youths to school. The AYOP has turned this previous cost of $129,581.00 per
annum into a net gain of $112,488.00 within 13 months.
The fact that none of them were going to school at the time they joined the AYOP does not mean that in
their case the financial baseline was 0. They were still receiving a number of community-based taxpayer
funded services. These include costs associated with governance, housing, power, water, sewerage, sport
and recreation, law and order, state health costs, and a range of social services. These costs have been
estimated to be in excess of $85,000 per person, per annum. With 7 of the 10 youths remaining in the
AYOP after 12 months, this is a notional cost saving of $595, 000.00.
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The 3 young people from the Northern Territory who joined the AYOP were in the Work-for-the-Dole
program prior to joining. The table below (Table 5.0) provides the approximate cost of this. This does
not include costs associated with governance, housing, power, sport and recreation, law and order, state
health costs, and a range of social services.
Table 5.0

WORK-FOR-THE-DOLE COSTS

WORK FOR THE DOLE COSTS

Work for the dole payments

2.5 youths* x $6,480.00

$16,200.00

Savings on work activity fee

2.5 youths x $4,769.00 pa

$11,922.50

Management service fee

2.5 youths x $2,307.00 pa

$5,767.50

Pharmaceutical allowance

2.5 youths x $139.20 pa

$348.00

2.5 x $1,275.00 pa

$3,187.50

Federal health care services gap
APPROXIMATE TOTAL

$37,425.50

* One young person from the Northern Territory left the project after 6 months

The above table (Table 5.0) shows that it was costing taxpayers over $37,000.00 to support the 3
Northern Territory youths in the Work-for-the-Dole program. This provides additional savings to
taxpayers when they joined the AYOP.

Certainly, at least 1 of the 6 Aurukun youths who joined the AYOP would have been sent to the
Cleveland Youth Detention Centre if it was not for this project. See page 25, article titled ‘2800km from
home and a step ahead of strife’. The table below (Table 6.0) shows that this would have cost the
Queensland Government approximately $51,000.00, plus court, police, and transport costs.
Table 6.0

YOUTH DETENTION CENTRE COSTS

YOUTH DETENTION CENTER COSTS
$206,955.00 pa / youth (Youth Affairs Network, Qld)
1 youth for 3 months ($567.00 per day)

$51,030.00

APPROXIMATE TOTAL

$51,030.00

Instead of being locked up in the Cleveland Youth Detention Centre, this young person remains a worker
in a meat processing plant where he earnt $16,273.96 between 14 September 2015 and 19 June 2016, and
paid $3,480.00 in tax
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One would think that with outcomes like these, governments, with its rhetoric of funding only those
projects that provide value for money, would be clamoring to get behind the AYOP or its methodology,
but unfortunately this has not been our experience.
Our experience is that there is a considerable amount of fake professionalism, bipartisan politics, bullying
and intimidation taking place in the public service, including pursuits that run counter to its stated
policies. For example, up until recently, senior officers in the Department of Employment and Workplace
Relations (DEWR) were opposed to disengaged youths under 18 years leaving their remote community
for work.
In 2009, a senior officer in the same department stood up at a public meeting in Wagga Wagga attended
by prominent local Aboriginal people to state that BFTB Projects was taking the jobs of local Aboriginal
people. This was fervently contested by both Cargill Beef and Rockdale Beef saying that the department
knew that local Aboriginal people were offered these jobs, but they turned them down saying that meat
processing work was a “losers’ job”.18
In 2012, the same department claimed that BFTB Projects, after years of developing its highly successful
methodology, was in breached of contract for requiring that our young workers pay for their own board
and keep. The department insisted that BFTB Projects should provide free board and keep for Aboriginal
youths, regardless of how much money the young people were earning, and regardless of the
department’s refusal to pay for this. What does this say about the hypocrisy that goes on within the public
service when it agrees with Noel Pearson’s thesis about the importance of Indigenous people
experiencing life in the real world and real economy?
Again, in 2012, the same department claimed that BFTB Projects was in breach of contract by allowing
our young workers pay a local non-Indigenous woman to come in and cook for them. The department
insisted that the young people should not be allowed to do this. Again, what does this say about the
hypocrisy that goes on in the public service when its policies support Indigenous self-determination and
autonomy?
BFTB Projects will soon explore a new approach to raise funds for the expansion of this project. It plans
to seek non-government funding to establish a new group. Thereafter, this group will be financially selfreliant and not held back by the fickle nature of certain government departments.

18

Boys from the Bush Projects, Remote Area Work Scheme, Progress Report #1, dated 12 November 2009.
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The table below (Table 7.0) provides an approximate cost for the establishment of a single group working
at a meat processing plant, not including the BFTB Projects organisational costs.
Table 7.0

GROUP ESTABLISHMENT COSTS

GROUP ESTABLISHMENT COSTS
Vehicle
Vehicle registration
Workers compensation insurance
Health insurance
Q-fever vaccination
Visa application fee
Flight cost from Fiji
Advanced rent
Rental bond
Washing machine
Refrigerator
Beds
Mattresses
Sheets, blankets & pillows
Wardrobes
Coffee table
Kitchen table &chairs
Cutlery and cooking equipment
Lounge chairs
Television

$3,000.00
$600.00
$1,255.00
$1,198.00
$145.00
$390.00
$1,470.00
$440.00
$880.00
$500.00
$600.00
$80.00
$100.00
$200.00
$240.00
$10.00
$90.00
$15.00
$200.00
$380.00

TOTAL

$11,808.00

The above table (Table 7.0) has been included as a guide to the approximate cost of establishing a single
group of 1 Fijian supervisor and 3 young people provided with fulltime employment at a nearby meat
processing plant. Once the group is established they require no additional funding — they are
economically independent.
Nothing like this project has ever before been seen in this country, and it takes a number of observers
some time to fully appreciate what is going on here.
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7.0.

AREAS REQUIRING IMPROVEMENT

7.1

Recruitment — problem and partial solution

Successful recruitment of young people to these projects requires a particular knowledge and skill-set. For
this reason, we have always taken responsibility for all recruitments, which included applicant suitability
assessments and the community-based preparation of successful candidates. But on this occasion, CYI
insisted that it take responsibility for recruitment in Aurukun and on Cape York Peninsula.
The original recruitment target was for a minimum of 5 young people. This was the breakeven point for
the rent of the Peterborough railway barracks at $100 per week, per person. Ten participants were
required for full rent recovery within 3 months — recruiting at the rate of 1 participant per week. It
became evident within the first few weeks of the project that the Aurukun based recruitment officers
were not up to the task. This had a knock-on effect where the requirement that participants were
responsible for the full cost of rent and utilities could not be realised and a subsidy was required. The
target of 1 participant per week was a low target, but this still proved to be beyond their abilities.
Anticipating that this was going to be the weak link in the project, we had to rethink the model, starting
with the accommodation model being used. A solution was for the project to return to the rent of more
affordable 3 bedroom homes with 3 young people and 1 residential supervisor in each home. This has
always been the ideal accommodation model, particularly when dealing with difficult youths, but this low
supervisor-client ratio had always been unaffordable. That is, until the employers started contributing to
the operation costs.
This development should not be seen as a reason for accepting the poor performance of the recruiters.
The poor performance of these people will still place the entire project at risk even with our new
innovations and adjustments. Clearly, the recruiters need to be replaced or better trained to do this sort of
thing.
7.2

Community based assessment — problem and solution

The BFTB Projects community based suitability assessments are crucial to the success of these projects.
Years of work has gone into assessing what works for whom and under what circumstances.
The community-based suitability assessment requires that the assessor get to know the nature of the
applicant and the relevant facts or information pertaining to his or her ability to live and work effectively
in the mainstream far from family and home community. The assessor needs to make a prediction on
how the applicant might behave if he or she was offered a position in the AYOP and how best to help
the young person adhere to the requirements of his Participation [Responsibility] Agreement. We spent
many years development of a very sophisticated and comprehensive assessment package, which was
handed over to CYI to assist in the assessment of applicants. But it was either not used, or where bits
were used, they were used incorrectly.
To outsource this task to another organisation proved to be a mistake in 2005 and appears to have been a
mistake for this project. From the outset of the 2005 Work Placement Scheme (WPS) it was being
abused. See Appendix 7: WPS Developmental Note #2 ‒ Suitability assessment. Young people were
being thrown on the first available plane with no assessment and no preparation. At present, CYI does
not have anyone with the required knowledge and skill-set to carry out a suitability assessment and
preparation beyond a most rudimentary level.
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To overcome this serious weakness in the project, we had to go back to the drawing board. We needed to
find a way to reduce our dependency on good community-based suitability assessments. A solution is to
re-establish a fruit-picking group. Not as alternative employment to meat processing work, but as a site
where we can carry out an off-community suitability assessment that has a “firewall” between it and the
meat processing groups.
7.3

Community based preparation — problem and solution

The poor preparation of successful applicants is also a serious weakness of the project. We spent many
years developing a very sophisticated and comprehensive preparation package which was handed over to
CYI to assist in the preparation of new recruits. But from what we can gather, very little, if any of it was
used. Or if bits were used, we could see by talking to new arrivals and their families that these bits were
not used correctly. This may help explain why a number of families disregarded the Participation
[Responsibility] Agreement which required that they support their child to remain in the project.
In addition, all the Aurukun boys were sent down without a tax file number. Form 1 – Applicant Details,
specifically states that this must not happen. Not a single application for a tax file number was sent. This
was extremely poor form. The consequences were that it took us, at the Peterborough end of the project,
over 6 months before the Aurukun boys could get a tax file number and, in the meantime, they were
being taxed at the highest rate which meant that, at times, they were earning as little as $135.70 per week.
At this low rate, they could not even pay for their living expenses, which totalled $250.00. The recruiters
were warned of this, but our warnings went unheeded.
Moreover, Q-fever vaccinations were not carried out, medical assessments on the prescribed form were
not carried out, drug tests were not carried out, birth certificates were not obtained, and Medicare cards
were not obtained. See Appendix 8 for a copy of the Applicant Details form and what the recruiters are
required to do.
The re-establishment of a fruit-picking group will not solve this problem. This problem can only be
solved by CYI recruiting people who possess the knowledge, skills and work ethic to carry out this sort of
work.
7.4

Cape York Institute engaging in direct discussions with employer — problem and solution

It is a requirement of BFTB Projects that families and community based organisations, including referring
agencies, are not to engage in direct discussions with the meat processing plants and BFTB Project
supervisors, unless approved by the Director of BFTB Projects and only in relation to certain matters.
Our experience has been that separate lines of communication often results in mixed messages and
inappropriate communication taking place. More worrying is that separate lines of communication enable
unscrupulous or foolish persons to turn different positions into antipathy within and between
stakeholders.
We were very surprised and disappointed to see that CYI had failed to fully appreciate its past mistakes in
relation to this sort of thing. What we had here is Samex Peterborough being invited by certain CYI staff
to engage in direct conversation with them to discuss ways in which Samex could enter a direct
partnership arrangement with CYI to find a way to commandeer the AYOP or to establish a rival project.
Fortunately the new structure of BFTB Projects prevents this from taking place; otherwise the AYOP
would have imploded within weeks.
To prevent a reoccurrence of this sort of thing, we have instructed our supervisors not to give out their
contact details and to not share the contact details of meat processing plants. Plus, all future group emails
to stakeholders will be sent out as blind carbon copies.
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We are also exploring other ways of placing parts of the AYOP beyond the reach of external interference.
An innovation we are presently looking into is the invitation to private individuals (philanthropists) to
fund the establishment of some future work groups.
7.5

Difficulties with Department of Immigration — problem

We have submitted two concerns to the Department of Immigration.
1.
Our visa application for Mr Waisake Kativerata as our third supervisor was submitted on 2 June
2016 and is currently bogged down in a bureaucratic process with no end in sight. The consequences of
this have been:
 Djina Jaffer from Coen on Cape York Peninsula had been working for Samex meat processing
plant in South Australia for the past 9 months. He was being transferred to a higher position with
the Young abattoir in southern New South Wales. Due to the delay of Mr Kativerata’s visa, Djina
had to be sent back home, where he remained unemployed, and rightly upset about losing his
job.


We had no choice but to withdraw our offer of fulltime employment for 2 young people from
Aurukun. These 2 young people gained national notoriety 2 months ago when they, and several
other youths, attacked teachers and the Principal of the Aurukun School, resulting in the school
being shut down. These young people were apprehended and detained in the Cleveland Youth
Detention Centre. We were hoping that they would be released to BFTB Projects 2 weeks ago
and placed into the fulltime employment of the Junee abattoir, but this plan had to be abandoned
due to the delay of Mr Kativerata’s visa.

Our understanding is that all this loss was totally unnecessary, had it not been for an administrative task
that would have taken less than one minute. In any event, this may not have made any difference due to
the inabilities of the CYI recruitment officers.
2.
We submitted an application to the Department for Mr Semi Cagilaba’s second visa that had
been approved by our amended Special Programme Agreement. Our concern is that the Department of
Immigration has requested Mr Cagilaba to provide the following additional information to process his
application for the second year:
 An invitation letter that includes the following:
 The name of the approved Special Program;
 The length of stay in Australia with the proposed program commencement and
completion dates clearly specified;
 Report on the assessment of invitees against the assessment criteria;
 The name, address and telephone number of the place where the participant will
undertake activities in Australia, if different from the address of the Special Program
Provider;
 The details of all duties/activities to be performed;
 Any proposed training to be undertaken;
 Any wage/salary, stipend or allowances that will be paid;
 Any cost that the participant will incur during their stay, for example transport
and/or accommodation;
 The arrangements which are in place for the participant’s support and general
welfare during their stay in Australia;
 Where the participants will not be paid for their activities, ensure that both the
Participant and the organisation indicate their understanding of that arrangement by
completing Forms 1283 and 1284.
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Our objection is that all of this information has been provided on two occasions already. The first
occasion was when he submitted his application for the first visa. The second occasion was only a few
weeks ago when we submitted his application for the second visa. And now he is asked to provide the
same information again for the third time. Clearly, the officer concerned is paying no attention to the
information that has already been provided to him on two previous occasions.


Australian Federal Police National Police Check.

Mr Cagilaba has been requested to obtain an Australian Federal Police Check. Our objection is that Mr
Cagilaba was required to submit a Fijian Police Check as part of his suitability assessment. For the past 12
months he has been under 24/7 support and supervision by BFTB Projects. It is not possible for him to
have engaged in any activities in the last 12 months that would have come to the attention of the Federal
Police and not to have come to our attention. Any commission of a crime would have resulted in his
immediate dismissal.
Moreover, our threshold of unacceptable behaviour is much lower than behaviour deemed criminal, i.e.
the absence of any criminal history does not determine Mr Cagilaba’s suitability for his duties or his good
character.


Fijian Police Clearance Certificate.

Mr Cagilaba has been requested to obtain a Fijian Police Clearance Certificate. Our objection is that the
Department has been provided with a Fijian Police Clearance Certificate on two occasions
already. The first occasion was when he submitted his application for the first visa. The second occasion
was only a few weeks ago when we submitted his application for the second visa. And now he is asked to
provide the same information again for the third time. Clearly, the officer concerned is paying no
attention to the information that has already been provided to him on two previous occasions.


Curriculum vitae or resume.

This has also been provided on two occasions already. The first occasion was when he submitted his
application for the first visa. The second occasion was only a few weeks ago when we submitted his
application for the second visa. And now he is asked to provide it again. Again, it is clear that the officer
concerned is paying no attention to the information that has already been provided to him on two
previous occasions.


Medical examination and chest x-ray.

We think that this is also a meaningless exercise, but Mr Cagilaba will be attending a medical examination
and chest x-ray on Thursday 4 August, as requested.
Department of Immigration’s response to our concerns
We submitted the above mentioned concerns to the Department. The Department’s response was:
“We note that you are not an authorised recipient for these two applications, but we would like to assure you that all
necessary communication for these applicants has been carried out as per legislative requirements and that the assessment is
still within our processing standards. Our team is monitoring the progress of these applications and will endeavour to finalise
them as soon as we receive the required information.”
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We feel that this response is unsatisfactory. It does not address our concerns about the repetitive request
of information that we have provided to the department on two previous occasions and a waste of our
limited resources. Nor does this response address the concerns of those who have lost their employment
due to the delay. Nor does it provide any indication of how much longer we must wait for Mr Kativerata
to arrive.
We have since renegotiated a new employment opportunity for Djina Jaffer and 3 others. It has taken us
over 6 months to obtain this agreement with Gundagai Meat Processors. But if Mr Kativerata does not
arrive within 14 days this employment opportunity may be also lost. The situation has now become
critical.
8.

Summary

In summary, the AYOP is proceeding very well, despite all the difficulties mentioned in this report. A
good part of this success can be credited to the innovation of using Fijian off-site and on-site residential
supervisors. They are meeting our expectations.
Certainly, it is a challenge for them to deal with youths that do not respond well to standard forms of
intervention. It is certainly a challenge for them to appreciate the sophistication of the BFTB Projects
methodology and to commit to high standards of professional conduct. Yet, they are under close
professional supervision from within the BFTB Projects organisation and observation by a number of
organisations, including the meat processing company, landlords, real-estate agents, churches, army
cadets, and football clubs.
With regards to the two-way benefit of this initiative, it is clear that the Fijian supervisors are
unaccustomed to working alongside those with unbounded energy and a determination to get results —
not just to ‘talk-the-talk’, but to actually ‘walk-the-walk’. It is good for their personal development to
work alongside these sorts of people and to incorporate this experience into their future endeavours back
home in Fiji. At this stage in their personal development, these Fijians are more comfortable to just
follow instructions — to do what they are told to do. Again, this was all expected.
A number of further developments and new innovations are planned. It is planned that more meat
processing groups will be established using non-government funding. This has already begun.
A nearby fruit-picking group will also be established as an intake group that provides suitability
assessment and prerequisite training for those wishing to work in a meat processing plant. It will also
provide work for those young people incapable of transitioning into a meat processing plant.
Another new innovation we are presently working on is an international young meat process-worker
exchange program with China. I expect that this will have a number of beneficial outcomes and spinoffs.
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